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Starting off right

Count'em up
U.S. Census-Bureau

1990 sees both local basketball
teams pick up wins
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WEDNESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

Curd, Higdon size up
first day of Assembly
By MARK COOPER
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer

Partly sunny
Today becoming partly sunny,
breezy and mild, with a 30 percent chance of showers this
afternoon. High in the mid-50s.
Southwest wind at 10 to 20
mph.

MURRAY, KY

WORLD — NATIONAL
RABAT, Morocco — Helicopters sprayed chemicals on a
100-square-mile oil slick that was threatening Morocco's coastline
while others involved in cleanup efforts vacuumed some of the goo
and set up booms to halt its advance.
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina — As it attempted to hold down a
devastating inflationary spiral, the 6-month-old government of President Carlos Menem ordered banks and foreign exchange houses to
remain closed today.
MANAGUA, Nicaragua — The leftist Sandinista government is
blaming U.S.-backed Contra rebels for an attack on a pickup truck in a
remote northeastern region that killed two nuns — a Nicaraguan and a
42-year-old American.
PANAMA CITY, Panama — The new government closed television and radio stations linked to Manuel Antonio Noriega and a top
Vatican envoy arrived to aid in neeotiations over the faue. the nnt
general.
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session."
A decision by Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson on a special education
session is expected by early February, according to Higdon, who also
favors such a session.
Emotionally, the upcoming session could be draining, according
to Higdon, who said he has been
preparing mentally for weeks for
the upcoming battles.
"We are going to be dealing with
a lot of emotional issues," he said.
"I've spent the last two weeks trying to get my system oriented to
the challenge of this session and it
will be a challenge."
Higdon, who serves on the
Senate capital projects committee,
said one of his concerns going into
the session would be Murray State
University's bid for a new multipurpose arena.
Efforts toward the project are not
as advanced at this stage as they
were for the I & T building currently under construction, Higdon
said, but they are prepared to do
the "deadlievel best" to see the
project approved.
along with abortion legislation, gun control lobbyists, a possible push for a gubernatorial suc-

Pleasantries, dedications and
ceremonies marked the first day of
the 1990 Kentucky General
Assembly, according to local legislators, who said they expect this
session to eventually turn into one
of the most emotional ever.
"It was a typical first day,"
according to Sen. Greg Higdon.
"Everyone renewed acquaintances
and started getting back into the
swing of things."
Legislators across the state, however, will have little time to enjoy
pleasantries before tackling some
of the hardest problems ever faced
by the assembly during one session: education reform, taxes, abortion, gun control and many others.
"We've got a lot of ground to
cover — probably too much — and
very little time to get it done,"
according to Murray Rep. Freed
Curd, who said the session's top
priority may not even come up in
this session.
"Education reform is the biggest
item on the agenda and I'm not
sure if we should discuss it in regular session," Curd said.
and
other legislators, would much
rather handle it in a special (Coned on page 2)

35 CENTS

Session opens
on light note,
committees begin
meetings today
By CHARLES WOLFE
Assoclatod Press Writer

Rep. Freed Curd

Sen. Greg Higdon

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Opening
day for the Kentucky General
Assembly is traditionally light and
airy, sometimes deceptively so, and
the 1990 session was no exception
Tuesday's opening at the Capitol
was largely devoted to ceremony
and commemoration, gospel music
and grandchildren.
Bills introduced Tuesday totaled
84 in the Senate and 177 in the
House, but no immediate action
was possible. Committee meetings
were deferred until today.
As the session gets rolling,
"there will be plenty for everyone
to do," said Senate Majority Floor
Leader Joe Wright. "It will be difficult in the sense that we've got a
lot of complex issues that we need
to solve."
Problems awaiting the lawmakers include education, prison
crowding, transportation needs and
a federally required increase in
state spending for social programs.
Underlying all of them is a corn(Cont'd on page 2)

STATE
FRANKFORT — The man who calls the signals in the Kentucky
Senate says that if gubernatorial succession is going to succeed this
session, it will have to be done by the rules.
BOWLING GREEN — Allegations of sexual misconduct and theft
have prompted the Kentucky State Police to investigate the Warren
County Regional Jail at the request of Jailer Bobby Bunch and the U.S.
Marshal's Service.
LOUISVILLE — Kentucky's blacks remain unequally represented
in public office despite making gains in their numbers among elected
officials this year, according to the Kentucky Commission on Human
Rights.

SPORTS
CORAL GABLES, Fla. — Michigan's Bo Schembechler never won
a national championship. Nebraska's Tom Osborne has never won one.
Dennis Erickson won a title in his first year as coach of the Miami
Hurricanes.
TEMPE, Ariz. —For the third consecutive year, Florida State has a
top-three finish in the polls after an impressive victory in a New
Year's Day bowl.
MIAMI — The Notre Dame name is still magic, but smoke and
mirrors, it turns out, will still take you just so far. And Lou Holtz, who
found precious little time for parlor tricks from the first day he set foot
on the campus at South Bend, was one rabbit shy the last time he
reached into the haL

BUSINESS

FINANCE
NEW YORK — Eastern Airlines announced fare cuts of up
to 45 percent to rebuild its
strike-ravaged business, and
sweetened the discounts by eliminating the usual cancellation
penalties.
But Eastem's sister carrier,
Continental Airlines, said Tuesday it plans to raise fares 4 percent because of the skyrocketing
cost of jet fuel.
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
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Clean-coal technolov to be demonstrated in Paducah
By TM ASSOCIATED PRESS
WEST PADUCAH, Ky. — A
national effort to combat acid rain
and improve air quality will bring
Danish clean-coal technology to
Kentucky during the early 1990s,
the U.S. Department of Energy
said.
The Tennessee Valley Authority's 10-megawatt Shawnee Test

Cowan's plans
for governor's
race may have
surprised some

Facility in West Paducah in
McCracken County will be the site
for a $4.95 million demonstration
by AirPol Inc. of Teterboro, N.J.,
and its parent company, FLS miljo
of Copenhagen, Denmark, a company that sells pollution control
equipment.
The demonstration will introduce
an advanced technique for removing sulfur pollutant from the flue

gas of coal combustion.
DOE would foot $2 million of
the project's proposed cost, with
the rest coming from private
sponsors.
Richard Rubio, sales manager of
AirPol, said the new system, called
gas suspension absorption, was
suited to retrofitting existing
industrial and small utility coalfired boilers.

"It was developed back in the
late 1970s, early 1980s," Rubio
said. "We have been extremely
successful with units in Denmark."
John Moulton, a TVA spokesman in Knoxville, Tenn., said the
new demonstration would not
affect the atmospheric fluidized
bed combustion unit experiment
(Coot'd on page 2)

Clean sweep

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Attorney General Fred Cowan says
his plans to seek the Democratic
nomination for governor in 1991
may have surprised some supporters, who expected him to follow
the political course of his
predecessors.
Cowan, 44, of Louisville, who is
barred from seeking re-election,
acknowledged Tuesday that "there
was certainly a cross-section of
views" about his political future at
a recent meeting of his supporters.
"I think the fact that at least in
recent memory an attorney general
has not run for governor and the
fact that the last two attorneys general have run for lieutenant governor have sort of created a built-in
expectation that that's what I
would do," Cowan said.
Cowan's predecessor, newly
elected Jefferson County JudgeExecutive Dave Armstrong, ran
Murray State University employee Doris Scarbrough sweeps sand and rock salt from University Drive
second in the 1987 primary for
Wednesday morning in preparation for resumed classes Jan. 16. University crews will continue work all
lieutenant governor. Armstrong's
week to prepare the school for the opening, taking down holiday decorations, sweeping sidewalks and
predecessor, Steve Beshear, was
repainting parking spaces as well as other mid-winter duties.
elected lieutenant governor in 1983
but failed in a gubernatorial bid in
1987.
Since becoming attorney attorney, Cowan has expressed his pre- By
Moss was pronounced dead at the
Anderson said he received a call
DAN LOUDY
ference to run for governor in Murray Lodger
scene by Marshall County Coroner at 11:15 p.m. of an accident on
II Thyme Staff WrItar
1991. However, many of his supJerry Bennett. Nix was taken to U.S. 641 South between Wal-Mart
porters have said he needs an interTwo Murray residents were
Marshall County Hospital and was and Haltom Drive in Benton. Upon
mediate post, such as lieutenant killed late Monday night in a onein the process of being transferred arrival, he saw evidence that Nix's
governor, to position himself for vehicle accident in Benton.
to Paducah when he went into car- 1989 Chevolet S-10 pickup had
the state's highest office.
Ricky Dale Moss, 20, Route 8,
diac arrest, according to Terry been traveling north on the high"I just think Fred needs more and Billy R. "Tripp" Nix, 19, 1518
Anderson, assistant chief of the
Canterbury, died in the accideni
Benton Police Deparunent.
(Coned on page 2)
(Coned on page 2)

Two Murrayans killed in Benton accident
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House fire

Wright: if succession succeeds it
will have to be done by the rules
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The man
who calls the signals in the Kentucky Senate says that if gubernatorial succession is going to succeed this session, it will have to be
done by the rules.
Majority Floor Leader Joe
Wright told his fellow Democrats
during a closed caucus before the
General Assembly began Tuesday
that things will be done according
to the book this session.
"The system is more important
than any of us, than any one individual," Wright said.
That system requires that bills be
assigned to proper committees for
consideration and other procedures
be followed.
Wright, a Harned Democrat and
senator since 1976, said the subject
of succession came up during the
caucus.
"It was just used as an example
in talking about maintaining the

Session opens...
(Cont'd from page 1)
mon issue: How to pay for it.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's proposed budget must be delivered by
Jan. 16 and a budget address to a
joint House and Senate session is
customary.
It apparently has been the administration's overriding concern.
The governor's other traditional
address, the state of the commonwealth, traditionally comes early in
a legislative session, but its delivery date is unknown, said Wilkinson press secretary Doug
Alexander.
"Our attention right now is
focused on the budget," Alexander
said.
Legislative leaders have listed

integrity of the committee process," Wright said.
The last time succession came up
in the Senate, it was done outside
of that process.
Two years ago, at the end of the
regular session, supporters of Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson tried an end-run
around the regular committee to get
the issue to a vote on the floor of
the Senate. The effort failed.
"That is still very fresh on my
mind," Wright acknowledged.
Wright also told his colleagues
that he would prefer that succession be dealt with early, one way
or another, so it does not overwhelm other issues.
"I made it quite clear that I
don't want to wake up everyday to
a new rumor," Wright said.
Wright said succession is not the
overwhelming issue in the General
Assembly that others have made it
out to be.
"It's not an issue that the General Assembly or even the public has
made an issue," Wright said.

education, and its cost, as the No. 1
issue facing the General Assembly.
The Kentucky Supreme Court in
June declared the public school
system unconstitutional because of
inequities in the state's financing
of local districts. The Kentucky
Task Force on Education Reform
was created by the legislature and
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson to design
a new system.
The task force — 16 lawmakers
and six Wilkinson appointees,
working in committees with consultants — has yet to begin drafting
its proposed legislation.
Rep. Roger Noe, chairman of the
House Education Committee, said
he expects his panel to have a
lighter-than-normal load in the
short term because the task force
now carries "the bulk of responsibility for education legislation."

•
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But Wilkinson has made the subject his top priority and his efforts
on behalf of succession in 1988
greatly offended Wright and others
in the Senate.
The Senate committee that will
likely deal with the topic if it comes up is the Elections and Constitutional Amendments Committee,
where five of the six members have
voiced some opposition to
succession.
Also on Tuesday, the full Senate
adopted a procedural rule change
that will make it all but impossible
for succession to be attached to an
unrelated bill and avoid committee
consideration in that way.
Wright said the rule change was
unrelated to succession.
A spokesman for Wilkinson
declined to speculate on the meaning of the Senate action.
"I am not going to try to interpret what something the General
Assembly does means," said Press
Secretary Doug Alexander.

Wright said the Senate hoped to
know by the end of the month
whether the education-overhaul
legislation would be taken up in the
regular session or later, in a special
session that Wilkinson would have
to call.
Noe, D-Harlan, said it was
"remotely possible, if we get
everything together, we could vote
on the (education) financing and
reform package in one fell swoop"
in the regular session.
The House opened to gospel
music with a choral group from
Corinthian Baptist Church in
Frankfort, after which Shelby District Judge William Stewart swore
in the House's constitutional officers — doorkeepers, clerks, and the
sergeant at arms, to name a few.
The group included Albert
Robinson, formerly a Republican
representative from London, who
now is a House cloakroom attendant. His pay is just $1 per year,
but the job adds a year to Robinson's legislative service for retirement ptuposes.

Accident...
(Cont'd from page 1)
way. Anderson said the truck apparently dropped off the left-hand
shoulder of the road, traveled
approximately 300 feet down a
road ditch and hit a small tree.
After striking the tree, the truck
then went airborne and struck a
utility pole about 12-to-15 feet up
the pole. The pickup finally came
to rest in a creekbed. Anderson
said there was no evidence to show
who was driving.
Both occupants were thrown
from the vehicle. Moss was found
near the utility pole and Nix was
found approximately 60-feet north
of the final resting point of the
truck. Anderson said the cause of
the accident is not yet known. See
obituaries on page 12A.

The home of Ronnie Harrison on Ky. Hwy. 1824 one mile north of Almo was damaged by fire around 8:45
a.m. Tuesday morning. Approximately nine firemen of the Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad battled
the blaze for two hours before getting the fire under control, according to CCFRS reporter Mike Sykes.
The damage was contained mainly in the living room of the house, Sykes said. No cause of othey
b bla
m ikzeeswyk.
as
reported.

Technology...
(Cont'd from page 1)
going on at the Shawnee Steam
Plant in Paducah.
"The AFBC test will go on for
several more years," Moulton said.
"This new project won't knock
AFBC out."
DOE said in a news release that
the system would clean the combustion flue gases of more than 90
percent of its sulfur impurities.
"The conventional system does
the same job, but our system will
operate at a lower lime consiunption rate, take up less real estate
and take out more sulfur dioxide,"
Rubio said.
The existing system at the Shawnee test site will be in operation
until October, when AirPol will
then begin installing its system,
Rubio said.
"It will take about a year to
install it and have it ready for testing," he said. "We still have to get
with the TVA to set up a
schedule."
The TVA test facility was chosen because it has personnel with
20 years' experience working on
flue-gas desulfurization, Moulton
said.
AirPol's project was one of 13
nationwide demonstrations of
advanced technologies selected by
DOE Dec. 21 as part of its Clean
Coal Technology Program.
According to the news release,
the selections add more than $1.3
billion in "advanced showcase"
ventures to the nation's efforts to
combat acid rain and improve air
quality.

COMES TO YOU
1990 Spring Semester
1:T1:del:graduate
America: The Second Century
The Business of Management
Faces of Culture
French in Action (fourth semester)
Marketing
Portrait of a Family
Understanding Human Behavior

Cowan's plans...
(Cont'd from page 1)
time at the statewide level to develop and organize a network of contacts who are devoted to him," Jefferson County Property Valuation
Administrator Tim Firkins said in
late November. "Four years in the
lieutenant governor's office would
be a big help to him."
Cowan said he would wait until
the end of the General Assembly in
April to make his "ultimate decision," but talked as if he has
decided to join the crowded field of
candidates seeking the Democratic
gubernatorial nomination.
"I'm committed to it at this
point," he said. "I'm not announcFred Cowan
ing, but in my mind I'm committed
Plans
candidacy
to do it, and I expect to be a
candidate."
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson wants
In the Democratic primary, Cowan would face at least Lt. Gov. the General Assembly to propose a
Brereton Jones, Lexington Mayor constitutional amendment that
would allow him to seek reScotty Baesler and Lexington
lawyer Gatewood Galbraith, who election in 1991, but Cowan and
already have said they are running. Baesler said they don't expect that
Cowan, who already has a com- to happen.
mittee that has raised relatively
Jones and Baesler also said they
small sums to pay his general politwere not surprised at Cowan's
ical expenses, said he would not statement, but Jones said he
solicit money for the governor's expects his support in Jefferson
race until after the legislative
County to keep Cowan out of the
session.
race.
"I've got a very full agenda in
Jefferson Circuit Clerk Tony
the General Assembly, and before I
Miller, the county Democratic
form a committee to start raising chairman, said he was surprised
that Cowan intends to run for govmoney, I want to get all that behind
me and touch all the bases I need
ernor. But he said he expected
to touch," he said.
other candidates to enter the race
Cowan said he would need to after Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky.,
raise $2 million ta $4 million. He announced last week that he
has expressed support for a propos- wouldn't run for governor.
al to have gubernatorial campaigns
"The more that jump in, the betpartially financed by the public.
ter chance Fred's got," Miller said.
Other possible candidates in the
Pineville attorney Steve Cawood,
Democratic gubernatorial primary the Bell County Democratic chairinclude Martha Wilkinson, the gov- man and a friend of Cowan's, said
ernor's wife, and gubernatorial aide the attorney general has a network
Floyd Poore.
that no other politician can claim
prosecutors and judges.
Cawood also said that Cowan
has compiled a record of legislative
service that might prove attractive
(Cont'd from page 1)
at a time when Wilkinson and leadcession amendment to the constitu- ers of the General Assembly have
tion and more than 1,500 other been in conflict.
bills, citations and resolutions will
However, even Cawood was surkeep legislators busy from now prised at Cowan's statement. Asked
until April 12, Higdon said.
for a reaction, he paused and said,
The result of the session, howev- "Let me pick up my teeth."
er, should be a positive one unlike
the last general assembly.
"The last session was a bad session," Higdon said. "We worked
hard but got little results. This year
it will be different."

tar

Curd, Higdon...
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'Little fish,' not Noriega, taken away by soldiers
By DOUGLAS GRANT MINE
Asimeaula Meal Weller
PANAMA CITY, Panama — A
man emerged Tuesday from the
Vatican Embassy, where Gen.
Manuel Antonio Noriega took
refuge more than a week ago, and
U.S. soldiers hustled him away. A
priest inside said he was "a little
fish," not Noriega.
At least two of the deposed general's top aides are known to have
sought shelter in the embassy, and
a Panamanian officer said many
former Noriega henchmen were
believed to be hiding in the Vatican
or other embassies.
"I can assure you none of the
big ones left," said the Rev. Javier
Villanueva, reached by telephone
in the embassy. He said he did not
know the name of the man taken
out.
Reporters and photographers
with telephoto lenses posted on the
roof of a nearby hotel agreed the
man did not appear to be Noriega.
He came out of the embassy with
two others, including Villanueva,
and was turned over to the American soldiers who surround the compound. They marched the man to a
helicopter, which took him away.
Church sources said the man was
a Cuban trying to get a visa to the
United States at the time of the
U.S. invasion and fled to the
embassy fearing for his life. The
sources, speaking on condition of
anonymity, said he was flown to
Fort Clayton, headquarters of U.S.
Army South near Panama City, to
be investigated.
U.S. Embassy spokesmen said
they had no explanation.
Seventeen people besides Noriega are believed to have sought asylum insicle the Vatican Embassy,
among them Li Col. Nivaldo Madrinan, director of the secret police,
and Capt. Eliezer Gaytan, chief of
Noriega's personal security force.
Col. Roberto Armijo, head of the
Security Forces created since the
U.S. invasion Dec. 20, said Tuesday many former Noriega aides
were believed to have eluded capture by hiding in embassies.
The Vatican announced that one
of its top experts on Latin America
had arrived in Panama to help in
the negotiations about Noriega's
fate.
Vatican spokesman Joaquin
Navarro said Monsignor Giacinto
Berloco would "give a hand" to
the papal nuncio, Sebastian Laboa,
who is the equivalent of an ambassador. Navarro would not give
details and said the Vatican would
have no comment.
The Vatican has said it was trying to convince Noriega to leave
the building, but also has said it
would not hand him over to the
United States without his consent.
Foreign Minister Julio Linares
said Tuesday he is confident the
Vatican will turn Noriega over
soon but urged patience.
"The Vatican wants to come up
with a solution that will not cause
trauma to anyone," he said. "The
Vatican will turn him over. It has
to do it.... No one would ever consider Noriega a political refugee."
The government, meanwhile,
closed two television and 10 radio
stations believed linked to Noriega
and declared them "under state
custody."
Government spokesman Edwin
Cabrera said the stations' finances
would be investigated and their
assets expropiated if irregularities
were found. If not, he said they
would be returned to their owners.
"We don't intend to turn these
mediums into propaganda machines
while they are under investigation," he said.
President Bush named career
diplomat Deane Hinton as ambassador to Panama, the White House
announced Tuesday. Hinton, now
ambassador to Costa Rica, replaces
Ambassador Arthur H. Davis, who
was recalled months ago.
Officials in Washington said
Deputy Secretary of State
Lawrence Eagleburger would fly to
Panama for talks with President
Guillermo Endara on U.S. aid to
Panama and other issues.
Panamanian officials said Eagleburger would meet with Endara and
Vice Presidents Ricardo Arias Calderon and Guillermo Ford Wednesday morning.
Sen. Sam Nunn, the Georgia
Democrat who heads the Armed
Services Committee, was in Panama on Tuesday to review military
operations.
Outside the white-stucco compound where Noriega sought shelter on Christmas Eve, Panamanians
wait and an effigy of Noriega with
a pineapple for a face hangs by a
rope. Many critics called the general "pineapple face" because of his
acne scars.
"We are waiting for the nuncio
to turn Noriega in to the gringos so

he can pay for everything he's
done to us," a woman said. "The
heat doesn't matter. Here we stay.''
Throughout the day, trucks with
loudspeakers circulated through the
capital, urging citizens to join an
anti-Noriega rally. At a roadblock,
about 200 showed up, shouting:
"Noriega, you're trash! Get out of
the nunciature!"
Armijo, head of the new Security
Forces, said an interview Noriega
should be handed over to the
United States because he is a

"latent threat" to the country
while sheltered in the Vatican
Embassy.
He said many of Noriega's most
notorious officers were believed to
have sought refuge in foreign
embassies.
"They are not fighting," he
said. "There is no combat. The last
surrender was two days ago."
Among the top officers, he said,
were Gonzalo "Chalo" Gonzalez,
a former commander of Noriega's
headquarters, and Col. Luis

"Papo" Cordoba. Both were identified as torturers by prisoners
released from the headquarters
after the invasion.
U.S. troops have surrounded the
Nicaraguan, Libyan and Cuban
embassies since the invasion in
case some of Noriega's associates
sought refuge there.
Armijo said a lieutenant and 30
others who "had taken to the
hills" surrendered to U.S. soldiers
Sunday in Chiriqui province near
the Costa Rican border, 200 miles

west of Panama City.
Twenty-three U.S. servicemen
and three civilians were killed in
the invasion and more than 300
American soldiers were wounded.
President Bush sent about 14,000
U.S. soldiers to augment the
12,000 already stationed at bases in
Panama.
The first U.S. troops— 141 of
them — left Panama and returned
early Tuesday to Fort Ord, Calif.
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Cheerleaders have their rights, too

Business Mirror

Could price increases mean
less inflation for consumers?
By JOHN CUNN1FF
AP Business Arbalysi

NEW YORK — Consumer inflation is likely to pick up over
the next month or so, generating complaints from shoppers but
barely producing a reaction of any sort from economists.
This is the reverse of how it was last year, when tense economists trained telescopes on the horizon, stepping back from
time to time to issue warnings about the ogre's approach. Consumers, meanwhile, hardly worried.
All in all the consumers were right. Inflation did make a
thrust early in the year, accompanied by shrill warnings from
the economists, but it has been diminishing since then. Somehow, consumers knew all along.
This time, however, the increase in prices will be hitting in
especially sensitive areas of the market place, particularly at the
fruit and vegetable counters, and in the monthly bill from the
heating fuel supplier.
Some of the price jumps, such as 35 percent from some heating oil dealers, might remind people of the late and unlamented
1970s, when prices changed so fast that people bought in
advance of need, figuring they'd save that way.
But none of this is likely to excite forecasters, the very ones
who raised the alarm in 1989. It isn't systemic this time, they
explain, meaning that the cause lies in isolated, temporary factors rather than a faulty economy.
Still, that economic assumption might not be as sound as it
seems, relying as it does on still another forecast, this one of
meteorological conditions.
Weather over the years has demonstrated that it presents forecasting problems equal or worse than those encountered in economics. Nevertheless, the relative calmness of economists is
based on a quick return to normal weather.
Winter came early, savagely and relentlessly to much of the
northern tier of the United States, and thrust cold waves deep
into the South.
In the North, and in much of the South too, it meant higher
fuel usage, the threat of shortgages and higher prices. Making
matters worse, it forced some refineries to close. Farther south
it destroyed vegetable and fruit crops.
E. .nists now assume the severe weather factor will abate,
although like so many of their assumptions — about politics,
for example — they have very little expertise in the area.
:ney say, winter ends in three months.
Meanwhile, there could be an economic effect of an opposite

As a sensitive, caring male per
son, I usually support the goals of
feminists. I believe they should
have equal job opportunity and
pay, run for president, and not
shave under their arms if they so
choose.
Regular readers know I was the
first columnist to defend their right
not to get on and off elevators
before men, to not have doors
opened for them by men, to go
Dutch treat and to pay child support if they earn the most money.
But sometimes they take positions that confuse me, and I don't
bow what to think.
For example, there is the issue of
legs. Specifically, about 1,000 pairs
of legs attached to young women
who will take part in the Cotton
Bowl Parade in Dallas.
These women are cheerleaders
and will lead the parade, dancing,
pranciag, smiling, waving, wiggling, shimmying, flapping their
eyelids and carrying on as cheerleaders do.
This offends the Dallas chapter
of the National Organization for
Women (NOW). The chapter says
the public display of all those bare
female legs promotes "sex appeal
and chauvinism."
I can't dispute that. There is
little doubt in my mind that when
the 1,000 cheerleaders gyrate by,
many of the male observers will
say things like: "Hi, thar, darlin',
you sure got nice pins. ... Hey,
J.B., look at the shanks on that thar
blond. ... I like the bottom of that
thar redhead better, Bubba..."

lines and forced by some oily villain to choose between marching in
the Cotton Bowl Parade or being
sold to a foreign opium den.
It is presumed that each of these
cheerleaders decided, as is their
net in a free society, to bare their
shanks for Texas Bubba's beady
eyes.
Is NOW saying that a woman
Unfortunately, that is the way nas a nght to determine the destiny
many Texas men are.
of her body only when NOW says
But there is another question she has the right?
involved that, in my opinion, takes
Boy, oh, boy, talk about
precedence over the issue of "sex Romania.
appeal and chauvinism."
I happen to belong to the ChicaYes, when the cheerleaders strut go chapter of NOG: the National
past, men will stare, gape, gawk, Organization of Guys. NOG's
leer. Some may even have lewd beliefs parallel many held by
thoughts and breathe heavily. That NOW, such as the right of a male
is the way Texas men are. As well person to do with his body as he
as Rhode Island men, Wisconsin chooses.
men and the guys at the Snappy
Recently, it was announced that
Joints Nursing Home.
a male bardello would be opened in
But by protesting, the women Nevada, where such establishments
from NOW seem to be in direct are legal in most rural counties.
conflict with one of their most preMy chapter of NOG discussed
cious beliefs; the right of a woman the prospect of men selling themto do with her body as she chooses. selves to lustful women. A few
Don't these cheerleaders have members thought this was shamethis right? Remember, those are ful. But I voted against any formal
their legs. If they wish to display protest. While I would not sell my
them in public, that should be their bed, since I am a shy person, I
decision. Should they be denied the would not deny a consenting male
right to make a decision as to adult the right to do so legally.
whether they wish to shake their
Or consider the St. Patrick's Day
bottoms? Would NOW deny them parade that is held each year in
the right to use their shapely hods Chicago.
to arouse lust in Texas Bubba's
Anyone who has seen that paraheart?
de knows that it is led by the city's
After all, these women were not and state's leading politicians.
snatched from the street, stuffed in Many, if not most, are paunchy and
a car trunk, driven across state heavy-bottomed. Some have bleary

eyes, sagging jowls and unsightly
bulges in their wallets.
But NOG has never protested on
the grounds that the sight of these
politicians holds male persons up
to ridicule and causes disgust, distrust and a lot of giggling.
It is our position that if these
men choose to put their unsightly
figures on display, that is their
right. Lumpy as they might be,
those are their bodies and they can
do with them as they please, so
long as they don't sit on anyone
small and helpless.
Every Sunday during the football
season, more than 1,000 professional football players put on skintight uniforms and take to the field,
popping tendons, mashing cartilage
and cracking bones for the pleasure
of millions of their fellow
Americans.
And among these millions are
countless females who gape, gawk,
stare, leer and have lewd thoughts.
They say things like: "Look at his
bottom ... I like his better ... he has
such big arms ... what thighs ..."
Don't deny it. I've heard them, and
it has made me blush.
But NOG has never suggested
that pro football be abolished. Or
even that the players wear loosefitting, less suggestive, attire so as
not to put erotic thoughts in the
minds of female fans.
So let the parade be held. Let the
aheerleaders' legs be flaunted if
they so choose.
But Bubba, try not to make slobbering sounds. Show some dignity.
Hold it down to a quiet drool.

A tragedy of drunk driving

sort

Because of added costs in the food and fuel areas, millions
of consumers might have less to spend on other goods and services. That could lead to lower prices for some items, enough
even to offset the food and fuel inflation.
Moreover, if the cold weather continues — in this city it
averaged more than 10 degrees a day below normal for December — it could further reduce demand by making it too uncomfortable to look for cars and houses.
Thus, those higher food and fuel prices that will have people
grumbling over the next few weeks aren't likely to bother the
professional inflation watchers.
As they see it, those higher prices are isolated and temporary.
Why, they say, it is even possible they could help lower
inflation.

Today In History
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 3, the third day of 1990. There are 362 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Jan_ 3, 1959, President Eisenhower signed a proclamation admitting
Alaska to the Union as the 49th state.
On this date:
In 1521, Martin Luther was excommunicated from the Roman Catholic
Church.
In 1777, General George Washington's army routed the British in the
Battle of Princeton, N.J.
In 1833, Britain seized control of the Falk-land Islands in the South
Atlantic. (Almost 150 years later, Argentina seized the islands from the
British, but Britain took them back after a 74-day war.)
In 1871, Henry W. Bradley of Binghamton, N.Y., received a patent for
oleomargarine.
In 1938, the "March of Dimes" campaign to fight polio was organized.
In 1946, William Joyce, known as "Lord Haw Haw" for his pro-Nazi
radio broadcasts from Germany, was hanged in London. (Although
American-born, Joyce held a British passport.)
In 1961, the United States severed diplomatic relations with Cuba.
In 1967, Jack Ruby, the man who shot presidential assassin Lee Harvey
Oswald on live television, died in a Dallas hospital.
In 1983, Republican George Deukmejian was sworn in as California's
35th governor, after eight years of the administration of Democrat
Edmund G. "Jerry" Brown Jr.
In 1984, Navy Lieutenant Robert 0. Goodman Jr., shot down during a
United States raid against Syrian anti-aircraft positions in Lebanon, was
freed by Syria after an appeal by the Reverend Jesse Jackson.
Ten years ago: Conservationist Joy Adamson, author of the best-selling
book "Born Fret," was killed in northern Kenya by a servant in a wage
dispute.
Five years ago: President Reagan announced that his deputy chief of
staff, Michael K. Deaver, would be leaving the White House in the spring
to return to private life.
One year ago: The 101st Congress held its opening ceremonies as
Democrats pledged cooperation with the incoming Bush administration.
— By The Associated Press
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The Larry Mahoney trial is finally over.
This painful and agonizing ordeal has affected all of us.
For awhile the families of the
victims have borne the heartrending grief of their loss, Kentuckians and other people across this
country have watched this tragedy
being retold during the trial and
have been saddened immensely by
it.
The Carroll County accident
seems to have been made more
poignant by the fact that the killer
of these many innocent lives was
not some evil or psychopathic
murderer.
Larry Mahoney, although not
your model citizen, was just
another drunken driver who —
through the use of alcohol — took
the lives of 27 people. He did so
just as surely as if he had lined
them up against a wall and mowed
them down with a machine gun.
There are thousands of .Larry
Mahoneys across this country who
have avoided such a tragedy only
by the grace of God.

Ref4F1FtorII

The banker driving home from
the club on Friday night after having one too many, or the housewife
after celebrating too heavily with
the local bridge club, pose this type
of threat any time they get on our
public highways while intoxicated.
In recent years, this country has
finally awakened to the growing
menace of drunk driving. Americans have had a love affair for a
long time with the automobile. We
have not divorced this love affair
from the love of booze. It is trite
— but true — to say the two don't
mix.
The state legislature has passed
tougher laws in regards to drunk
driving. The so-call "slammer bill"
passed a few years back by the

general assembly created tougher
penalties to include jail time and
revocation of driver's license for
drunk-driving offenses.
There is also a growing number
of convictions for the felony charge
of driving on a revoked license —
third offense. This crime is committed when a person has had their
license revoked because of a
drunken-driving conviction and yet
has been convicted 2 times subsequent to that conviction for driving
without a driver's license. On the
third conviction, the penalty for
this carries 1 to 5 years in the
penitentiary.
A top-level governmental official has just recently been convicted of driving under the influence and has received jail time.
Courts, prosecutors, and the general public are no longer fooling
around with drunk driving.
Of course, the Mahoney case and
the school bus tragedy painfully
brings home to all of us that as
much as we think we may be doing
to eliminate drunks from our highways, our court system is still woe-

fully inadequate in dealing with
this terrible problem.
Tougher criminal penalties and
more rigid law enforcement will
most certainly help in this ongoing
battle against highway carnage due
to drunken driving. However, the
key probably still lies with
education.
We must do a better job educating not only our young, but our
middle-aged and old, about the perils of alcohol and motor vehicles.
One gets the discouraging feeling
that we could fill up our jails and
fill up our prisons with drunkdrivers and we would still have a
serious problem with drunk drivers.
Perhaps the heart-breaking Carroll County accident and the Larry
Mahoney trial will drive home to
all of us the tremendous need for
sobriety and safety on our
highways.
The only thing that we can hope
to salvage now from this tragedy is
a deep and renewed commitment to
eliminating drunk-driving from our
streets and highways.

Letter to the Editor
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— The winning numbers
selected Tuesday in the Kentucky State Lottery's Kentucky Cash game were 3-0-2.
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Aim of'Mothers March' is to help children
Dear Editor:
Every year forthe last 40 years,
mothers have made personal appeals to their neighbors and friends to
help our children have a better
chance for a healthy life.
This "Mothers March" is a
national event that raises muchneeded funds for the March of
Dimes Birth defects Foundation.
Why are these funds needed?
Because too many babies still die
before their first birthdays. Because
too many babies still are born too
small, too soon — their tiny bodies
just barely clinging to a life they
were not yet ready to meet.
Because too many babies still are
born with severe physical and/or
mental problems as the result of
genetic disease, or because their
mothers smoked, drank or took
drugs during their pregnancy.
Mother March originally began
as an effort to raise funds in Phoenix, Ariz., following a particularly
severe polio outbreak Two March
of Dimes volunteers believed that
neighbors and friends would
respond to a door-to-door appeal
by mothers who wanted to help
their children...and all children.
And so mothers gathered on the
evening of January 16, 1950 to
"march" for the March of Dimes.
By 1956, Mothers March had
helped the March of Dimes win the
fight against polio with the development of the Salk and Sabin
vaccines.
The March of Dimes then

expanded its concern to an even
greater problem, the prevention of
birth defects and the assurance of a
healthy start in life for all babies.
Mothers March has broadened,
too. Now, men and women, fathers,
grandparents and children join
mothers in spreading the word
about the March of Dimes fight
against birth defects, low birthweight and infant death. Not only
do these volunteers solicit funds to
support research and programs that
will lead to healthy birth days for
all our babies, but they also bring
educational messages about what
mothers can do to help their babies
get a healthy start in life.
During this 40th Anniversary of
Mothers March, I'm also celebrating my 25th year as a March of
Dimes volunteer. I've seen a lot
during those years: a lot of pain, a
lot of courage, a lot of strength and
a lot of giving. And I've seen how
very much volunteers can do to
help.
There is much yet to be done,
though. And, as we celebrate the
millions of babies who have been
born healthy, we are also renewing
our commitment and redoubling
our efforts to assure that our future
babies will be born free of birth
defects and critical illnesses
When mothers march this month,
we hope your readers will open
their doors and their hearts to them
— and to tomorrow's childreh who
need your help to have the hope of
a healthy life.

Sincerely,
Mary Ann Mobley
Chairmwoman
1990 Mothers March
Committee
National Headquarters
1275 Mamaroneck Ave.
White Plains, N.Y. 10605

Residents are
encouraged to
write Letters
to the Editor
LeUent to the Editor are welcomed and encouraged from
residents of the community. All
letters must be signed by the
writer and the writer's telephoto number must be included
for erification. The telephone
number will not be published.
Letters to the Editor should
bs typed and,4doub1e-space4 j
when It all possible. Letter
should be on topics of interest4l
to the general public.
Letters must not exceed 500
words in length. Longer letters
cannot be published.
The editor reserves the right
to condense of reject any letter,
as well as limit the publication
of frequent writers' letters.
Residents should address all
correspondence to: Letter to the
Editor, the Murray Ledger &
Times, P.O. Box W40, Murray,
Kentucky 42071.
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Arizona banker Keating charges government with chea

WASHINGTON (AP) — Attorneys for Phoenix millionaire Charles H. Keating Jr. say government
regulators withheld favorabk information about his Lincoln Savings
and Loan Association in their Zell
to take over the thrift.
Meanwhile, a key government
witness in the case, Arizona developer Ernest C. Garcia, is refusing
to testify in a lawsuit challenging
the federal takeover of the thrift
Garcia, through his attorney,
claimed Fifth Amendment protection against possible selfincrimination.
Garcia had been scheduled as the
government's star witness this
week to defend the Federal Home
Loan Bank Board's decision in
April to seize control of Lincoln on
grounds that Keating was operating
it in an "unsafe and unsound manner" in violation of the law.
Regulators estimate taxpayers
will have to pay up to $2 billion to
cover Lincoln's loss of federally
insured deposits through sham land
transactions, fraud and
racketeering.
Keating, contending Lincoln was
being operated soundly and in
accord with regulatory requirements, has asked U.S. District
Court Judge Stanley Sporkin to
overturn the government's seizure
of the Irvine, Calif., thrift as
"capricious and arbitrary."
Keating and his son, Charles H.
Keating HI, have been subpoenaed
as witnesses and are expected to be
called to the stand Thursday or Friday, government attorneys said
Tuesday.
The elder Keating, whq, is the
target of a criminal grand jury
investigation in Los Angeles, cited
his constitutional rights in refusing
to answer questions in a subpoenaed appearance in November
before the House Banking
Committee.
On the third day Tuesday of a
hearing in Keating's suit, his attorneys attempted to point out gaps in
the 4,000-page record that regulators compiled to justify their

takeover of Lincoln.
The regulator in charge of the
case, Kevin O'Connell, acknowledged in cross-examination that
documents outlining the details and
regulators' approval of a tax
arrangement were omiued from the
record submitted to the threemember bank board in April.
O'Connell testified in December
that the tax-sharing arrangement
between Lincoln and its parent
company, American Continental
Corp. of Phoenix, "was illegal on
its face" and amounted to nothing
more than an interest-free loan
from the thrift to its holding company in violation of the law.
As a loan, the government contends, American Continental would
have had to pay an estimated $20
million in interest to Lincoln.
Using the tax agreement, the
government claims, Keating and
his associates funneled $94 million
in federally insured deposits out of
Lincoln as deferred taxes, much of
it on phony profits from sham land
deals.
None of the money was paid to
the Internal Revenue Service and
regulators say they have been
unable to recover any of it because
American Continental filed for
bankruptcy reorganization a day
before Lincoln was seized.
O'Connell testified Tuesday that
a 140-page deposition Garcia gave
the Securities and Exchange Commission in March was the "smoking gun" that bank board attorneys
wanted to justify the takeover of
Lincoln without first declaring it
insolvent
In the deposition, Garcia testified Lincoln loaned him $20.2 hill-lion. on March 30, 1987, to
repurchase stock in his own development company that he had sold
over the previous two years to Tucson Electric Power Co.
Regulators claim $3.5 million of
that loan was used the same day as
a down payment on the $14 million
sale by Lincoln of 1,000 acres of
land to a business associate of Garcia who testified Tuesday that he

Barbara Bush begins
radiation treatment
By RITA BEAMISH
Assoclatod Prose Writer

WASHINGTON — First lady
Barbara Bush this morning began
the first of 10 days of radiation
treatment for eye swelling and
impaired vision resulting from a
troublesome thyroid condition, her
office said.
Mrs. Bush went to Walter Reed
Army Medical Center for the
10-minute treatment, which will be
repeated for each of the next nine
days, said spokeswoman Jean
Becker.
The first lady suffers from
Graves' disease, which has resulted
in a swelling behind her eyes, causing tearing and double vision. The
radiation, focused on bony canals
behind the eyes called orbits, is
intended to reduce the swelling,
Becker said. The muscles that are
swollen are in the orbit area.
The radiation treatment will not
prevent Mrs. Bush from carrying
out her normal schedule, the
spokeswoman said.
Mrs. Bush, 64, was diagnosed
with Graves' disease last year and
was prescribed the drug prednisone
to treat the eye side effect. She also
was given one dose of a radioactive
liquid treatment to treat the thyroid
aspect of the disease. That treatment was effective, but the eye
side effect has remained, her office
says.

ting

was only a "straw buyer" in the
transaction.
Garcia, however, told the SEC
he used his own funds rather than
Lincoln's loan to make the down
payment on the land purchase from
Lincoln. But he added, "We never
were certain whether or not we
would have gotten the financing
(for the stock purchase) if we had

not bought the property."
John Lundin, an attorney for
Keating, said O'Connell omitted
from the record copies of a wire
transfer in which Lincoln sent
$19.6 million of the loan directly to
Tucson Electric for the stock
purchase.
The other $600,000 was collected by Lincoln as a fee on the

loan, which was later repaid, attorneys for Keating said.
.Keating also is the target of a
$1.1 billion federal fraud and racketeering suit.
Until last week, the 11 defendants in that suit also included
Keating's brother, William J. Keating, a former two-term Republican
congressman who is chief execu-

tive officer of the Detroit Newspaper Agency and chairman of the
board of directors of The Associated Press.
On Friday, federal attorneys dismissed charges against William
Keating, who had been accused of
negligence and breach of fiduciary
duty as a board member of American Continental during 1986.

DC-10 lands after smoke fills cockpit
BALTIMORE (AP) — A DC-10 the Fort Worth-based
carrier, said personnel at the airport said
jetliner made an emergency landing
the
she could not confirm those plane's chutes
worked properly and
Tuesday after the pilot reported
reports.
that people often suffer ankle and
smoke in the cockpit, and nine peoNine people were treated at back sprain
ple suffered minor injuries which
North Arundel Hospital in Glen down an s from the sharp drop
emergency chute.
passengers said mostly resulted
Burnie for sprains, aches and
She said the wind caused the
from shoving at emergency exits.
bruises, said Kevin Murnane, hos- chutes to stick
straight out, and
The American Airlines jet with
pital spokesman.
prevented them from dropping to
247 passengers aboard and a crew
Passengers said many of the the ground
immediately. •
of 10 landed at Baltimoreinjuries were caused when passenThe
cause
Washington International Airport
gers pushed and shoved at two under investi of the smoke was
gation. The plane was
shortly after midnight, said Linda emergency exit doors
Greene, a spokeswoman for the of the aircraft where in the middle to be flown to Chicago for further
chutes opened checking, Kelly said.
Maryland Aviation Administration, properly but
were
reportedly
John Nouaisser, 34, of Paris,
which operates the airport.
caught on the wings.
Flight 240 was bound from
Passenger Thomas Glanville, 31,
Dallas-Fort Worth International of New York
City, said he saw
Airport to New York's LaGuardia
very light smoke coming from the
Airport when the pilot reported
rear of the aircraft He said he was
smoke in the cockpit, the airline standing in
line when it was
said. The flight originated in Aca- learned that
the chutes had
pulco, Mexico.
wrapped around the wings.
Greene said no flames were seen
"It was then
aboard the plane. Passengers became panick that several people
y and didn't know
reported seeing light smoke waft- what to do or
where
to go," Glaning through the rear of the cabin. ville said.
NEW YORK (AP) — More than
Susan Kelly, a spokeswoman for
According to Kelly, maintenance 71,000 Jews left the Soviet Union
in 1989, the highest annual figure
since the National Conference on
Soviet Jewry began keeping track
of the emigres in 1968, the organization said Tuesday.
Of the 71,196 Jews who left the
Soviet
Union last year, 12,056
WASHINGTON (AP) — A $1
ment said.
went to Israel, according to the
billion multilateral stabilization
The United States contri
fund to aid Poland in its economic about $200 million to the buted Soviet Jewry Research Bureau of
reform program, was announced Other major contributorsfund. the NCJS. Nearly all the others
are
were bound for the United States.
Tuesday by the Treasury expected to include Britain
, CanaSome 10,000 to 20,000 remain in
Department.
da, West Germany, Japan,
"The stabilization fund will pro- France, Switzerland, Austria Italy, Italy awaiting permission to come
and
here. Most of the rest have already
vide Poland with a supplemental Spain.
arrived
, and a small percentage
line of reserves to support its new
The Treasury announced
went to other Western European
foreign exchange regime which is week that additional suppor last
t
an essential element of Poland's Poland is being provided throug to countries, Canada or Australia, said
Mark Levin, associate executive
market-oriented economic reform short-term multilateral bridge h a
loan
director of the NCSJ in
program designed to restore price of up to $500 million. The
stability and growth in the Polish commitment to this loan alsoU.S. Washington.
is
Although only 17 percent of the
economy," the Treasury announce- $200 million.
Soviet Jewish emigres overall went

said he was seated near the rear of
the plane when he smelled smoke
and saw it wafting around the
lights. He said a flight attendant
told him food was burning in the
galley and everything was under
control.
"It smelled like burning wires,
not burning food," said Nouaisser.
Passengers spent the night at an
airport hotel. They were flown
Tuesday morning to New York on
another American Airlines plane,
Greene said.

More than 71,000 Jews
left Soviet Union in 1989,
highest number to date

Treasury announces $1
billion fund to aid Poland

to Israel last year, 41 percent of the 8,680 who left the Soviet Union in
December went to Israel.
"We see this as a very positive
trend in Jewish emigration and
welcome it as an integral part of
the reawakening of Jewish consciousness now underway in the
U.S.S.R.," said Shoshana S. Cardin, chairwoman of the NCSJ, in a
statement.
Most Israel-bound Jews leaving
the Soviet Union must travel
through Romania, Austria or Hungary. But among those who left in
December, 125 did so on the first
El Al Israel Airlines charter flight
ever to fly out of Moscow, Levin
said.
"It's all part of the steps to lead
to the resumption of full diplomatic
relations between Israel and the
Soviet Union," he said.

The prednisone has not improved
her condition, although she is still
able to read and go about a normal
schedule of activities.
If the radiation is not successful,
surgery would be an option.
"Step one was the drug she's
been taking. That didn't work,"
Becker said. "So this is the next
step," she said of the radiation.
Graves' disease causes an overproduction of hormones, and initially caused Mrs. Bush a dramatic
weight loss over a period of weeks.
The radioactive treatment and use
of the drug methimazole halted the
irregular hormone production by
destroying the thyroid gland.
Mrs. Bush's press secretary,
Anna Perez, said the first lady will
continue to take prednisone for a
time, but at a reduced level until
she is completely off it.
Perez said doctors decided to
switch to radiation as an option to
the prospect of longterm use of
prednisone, a steroid that has side
effects including water retention.
"They wanted to take her off the
prednisone," Perez said. "They
just didn't want that longterm
medication."
Mrs. Bush is under the care of
White House physician Dr. Burton
Lee; Drs. Kenneth Burman and
Frank LaPiana at Walter Reed; and
Dr. Robert Waller of the Mayo
Clinic in Rochester, Minn.

Our Best Battery6 Year Warranty
'Computer designed grid.
•Engineered for extreme cold.
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30%
47%
65%

Duralast
Starters
American and
Import. Store
stock only
With exchange
ONE-YEAR WARRANTY

SALE PRICES
START AT.

24

$48q,I#
EXCH.

Lifetime Warranty
Save $10 on
REBATE SPECIAL
Buy i90110
,

Get a Si 50 rebate
Your cost $397
But 2 gallons
Got a 3.3 50 rebate
Wtor cost $3.72
Buy 6 gailons
Get ss200 rebate
You, cost $347

Duralast
Alternators
American anci
Import Store
stock only
With exchange

SALE PRICES
START AT

$1874
)
94

MURRAY—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 1-6 SUN.
S. 12th St. in Southslde Center
753-8971

MAYFIELD—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 9-6 SUN.
In the Mayfield Shopping Plaza
247-4171
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State Police begins investigation of Warren County Jail
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— Allegations of sexual misconduct and theft have prompted the
Kentucky State Police to investigate the Warren County Regional
Jail at the request of Jailer Bobby
Bunch and the U.S. Marshal's
Service.
"I don't think there's been any
wrongdoing, but I thought it best to
let the state police handle it,"
Bunch said.
Bunch said a female federal
inmate had accused his staff of sexual misconduct, and another inmate
had lost $140 from personal
belongings stored in a locked property room at the jail.
The state police and the marshal's service declined to discuss
the investigation.
Last week, 11 federal inmates
being housed at the jail under a
contract with the marshal's service
were moved to other county jails.
There are no plans to house any
more federal inmates in Warren
County, a spokesman for the marshal's service said.
Bunch declined to name the
female inmate, who told the marshal's service that deputy jailers put
their arms around her and made
advances, Bunch said.
He said other female inmates
have not backed up her statements,

and he characterized her allegations
as "just trying to get out of jail."
But with the missing money,
Bunch said he thought his staff had
erred, and that "I:ve paid that back
out of my own pocket."
Jailers sometimes must admit
eight to 10 inmates at once, he
said. Bunch said he thinks that during one of these times a deputy
mistakenly placed the $140 in with
another prisoner's possessions
before storing the items in the
property r00111.

The investigation appears to be
focusing on two of his deputies,
Bunch said. He declined to name
the deputies, and be added that
state police were interviewing
everyone at the jail.
State police Capt. Gary Lusher
declined to say if the investigation
was limited to jail employees.
Lusher would say only that his
Drug Enforcement and Special
Investigations Section opened a
criminal investigation of the Warren County jail Dec. 18, and that
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Designer Kelly
dies at age 35

LIBBY'S
DEL MONTE

PARIS (AP) — Patrick Kelly,
the Mississippi-born designer
whose bright, sassy and feminine
styles adorned the Princess of
Wales, Bette Davis and Madonna,
died in a Paris hospital, his company said Tuesday. He was 35.
Martine Planterose, managing
director of Kelly's business, said
he died Monday at Hotel Dieu hospital of bone marrow disease and a
brain tumor.
Kelly was the first and only
American ever to become a member of the powerful Chambre Syndicate of Ready-to-Wear and Couture, the French professional fashion organization.
His fitted, feminine styles with
signature touches like buttons or
bows all over, billiard-ball decor,
casual bandanas, attracted attention
ever since he came to Paris in the
late 1970s.
Since 1987, Kelly was backed by
Warnaco, the American company
that manufactures for names like
Geoffrey Beene and Dior.
His clothes have sold at Saks,
Bergdorf Goodman, Martha's and
elswhere in the United States and
at the posh ready-to-wear Victoire
store in Paris.
Newsweek magazine described
the laid-back American a "downhome Christian Lacroix."

inspection of the Warren County
Regional Jail found its "operations, policies and procedures," as
well as its physical plant, in
"almost 100 percent compliance,"
said Robert Powell, assistant director of local facilities. "There were
only one or two little, minor items
wrong."
Bunch said that no state prisoners have been affected because of
the investigation, and the II federal inmates have been replaced by
additional state inmates.

Storey's

'Gilligan's' Hale
dies of cancer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Actor
Alan Hale Jr., who played the
jovial skipper who led a zany band
of castaways on television's "Gilligan's Island," died Tuesday after
being hospitalized for cancer at age
68.
Hale died at St. Vincent's Hospital, where he had been a patient for
about a month after being diagnosed with the disease a year ago,
said Bonnie Churchill, a spokeswoman for his family.
A Los Angeles native, Hale
appeared in 65 movies, but became
a fixture on daytime television
thanks to the syndication of "Gilligan's Island." The show ran in
prime time from 1964 to 1967.
Hale played a charter bolt skipper whose craft, the Minnow, was
lost at sea and wrecked on an
uncharted South Pacific island. The
show followed the misadventures
of the passengers.
The success of "Gilligan's
Island" reruns led to Hale's
appearance in a 1978 reunion of
the "Gilligan's Island" cast members. The two-part special, which
aired on NBC, had the islanders
finally rescued, only to be shipwrecked again while on a reunion
cruise.
Two more sequel specials aired
in 1979 and 1981.
Hale came from a show business
family. His father was a matinee
idol in silent films and his mother
was an actress. The younger Hale
bore a strong resemblance to his
father, who was often sidekick to
Errol Flynn after the advent of
talking films.
Hale is survived by his wife of
25 years, Naomi; their four children and his sister, Karen Hale
Wookey.
The actor was to be cremated
and his ashes scattered at sea by
the Neptune Society on Saturday.

Warren County's two-year-old
the state police were trying to
regional jail is designed to house a
"expedite it as much as possible."
maximum of 230 prisoners. Most
Chief Deputy U.S. Marshal Wilare state ijunates from Warren
liam Ztrillo said the marshal's serCounty and from other counties
vice places people who have been
convicted of federal crimes and are ...that lack sufficient jail space,
Bunch said.
either awaiting sentencing or space
The state pays Warren County
at a federal penitentiary in, local
$16 per inmate per day for housing
jails throughout Kentucky. Warren
its inmates, Bunch said.
County received $32.50 per federal
An average of about 10 to 15 of
inmate per day from the marshal's
the
jail'snm
r inmates have been federal
rpisones.
service or the U.S. Bureau of Prisons, according to Zerillo and
A 1989 state Corrections Cabinet
Bunch.
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Bush set to cut Home Energy Assistance program

rren County
its "operacedures," as
I plant, in
ompliance,"
sistant direc"There were
minor items

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Bush administration wants to cut a
program that helps the poor pay
their heating bills, sources say, but
advocates for the poor say it has
been reduced enough already.
President Bush will ask Congress
to cut the Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program from $1.39
billion this year to $1.05 billion for
fiscal 1991, congressional sources
said Tuesday. The sources said the
proposal will appear in Bush's
1991 budget, which he will present

state prisonbecause of
hell federreplaced by
:s.

to lawmakers Jan. 29.
This is a program that is terribly inadequately funded alrady,"
said Charles Hill, managing attorney for the National Consumer
Law Center in Washington.
About 6.1 million American
households receive assistance
under the program, about one-third
the total that qualify for the aid,
supporters say. The 1991 fiscal
year begins Oct. 1.
Federal energy assistance to the
poor, which started soon after the

1973 Arab oil embargo, peaked at
$2.1 billion in 1985 when 6.8 million households were served. It has
been cut steadily ever since as it
became a favorite target for proposed reductions during the Reagan
administration.
"This program has been cut
enough over the last few years,"
said Ed Block, executive director
of the National Association of
Community Action Programs.
The program helps poor families
and individuals pay part of their
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ram, also declined comment.
Supporters of the program said
there is no way to predict how the
proposed cuts, if enacted, would
affect people who receive assistance. The federal government funnels the money to the states, terriLodes and Indian tribes, which are
free to set their own criteria for
distribution. In the past, some
states have responded to cutbacks
by reducing the number of eligible
recipients, while others have
shrunk the size of benefits.

YOOWURNELODCAANLDLY

PRICES GOOD WED., JAN. 3, 1990
THRU TUES., JAN 9, 1990

NTER
STREET

heating bills. Some money also is
used to help the poor cover air conditioning and insulating expenses
and to aid families in danger of
losing their heating service. About
half of the households served
include elderly or disabled people.
Spokeswoman Barbara Clay of
the Office of Management and
Budget declined to comment on the
proposal. Margot Simmons,
spokeswoman for the Department
of Health and Human Services,
which runs the heating aid prog-
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The program has widespread
support in Congress, where Bush's
proposal is likely to be strongly
opposed. Last year, Bush proposed
providing $1.1 billion for the program, but lawmakers ended up setting aside $1.39 billion.
Word of the proposal comes
after one of the coldest Decembers
on record, a month in which heating oil prices shot up dramatically
in some parts of the country. In
Massachusetts, for example, heating oil costs surged from 88 cents
per gallon a year ago to $1.41 per
gallon last week.
The average participating household received $204 in heating
assistance last year, Simmons said.
In most states, the money goes
directly to the local utility, which
deducts it from the household's
bill.
Program supporters say the benefits typically cover only about 20
percent of a low-income household's annual energy bill.
The Jan. 29 date for submitting
the budget is a week later than the
Jan. 22 deadline set by budget law,
and budget chief Richard G. Darman suggested Tuesday that late
congressional action on fiscal
legislation last fall made it impossible to meet the dealine.
The delay in the 1991 budget
proposal also will push back
Bush's first State of the Union
address from Jan. 25 to Jan. 30,
according to administration and
congressional sources who spoke
on condition of anonymity.
Administration sources said the
budget for the, 1991 fiscal year
starting Oct. I will call for $1.23
trillion in spending to meet a $64
billion budget deficit target without
proposing new taxes or wholesale
reductions in domestic programs.

CABBAGE

LB.

99'

LB.69c

CINCINNATI(AP) — A spill of
10,000 gallons of unleaded gasoline into a tributary of the Ohio
River near Pittsburgh was detected
downstream Tuesday at an eastern
Ohio water filtration plant, an Ohio
River watchdog agency reported.
The water plant at East Liverpool along the Ohio River reported
a measurement of 50 parts per billion of the hydrocarbons present in
gasoline, the Ohio River Valley
Water Sanitation Commission said.
The contamination did not represent a health threat to water consumers because the water plant can
remove the pollution with a carbon
filtering system, commission
spokeswoman Jeanne !son said.
"It's no threat to the drinking
water system, because it can be
treated," Ms. 'son said.
There is no government waterquality standard for gasoline content in drinking water, she said.
Ms. 'son said Monday's gasoline
spill from a barge on the Monongahela River near Belle Vernon,
Pa., apparently poses at most a
minor problem for drinking water
systems downriver.
Officials blamed ice buildup for
knocking loose the barge from
which the gasoline leaked. The
Monongahela combines with the
Allegheny River in Pittsburgh to
form the Ohio River.
Water intakes were temporarily
closed at Neville Island, Pa., near
Pittsburgh and Steubenville, Ohio,
to wait until the gas spill floated
past, Ms. Ison said.
The Ohio River's current was
moving at 3 mph, and runoff from
melting snow was likely to help
further dilute the spill, Ms. Ison
said.
Ms. Ison said there probably
would be no discernible effect on
water systems as far downriver as
Cincinnati. Pittsburgh's water
supply was not affected because
that city takes its water from the
Allegheny River.
Wheeling, W.Va., about 40 miles
downstream from East Liverpool,
also reported no evidence of the
spill, Ms. !son said.
The Ohio River Valley Water
Sanitation Commission, based in
Cincinnati, polices water quality in
the 981-mile-long Ohio River. The
commission includes representatives from the Illinois, Indiana,
Kentucky, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia and West Virginia state governments and the
U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency.
The spill occurred almost two
years after more than 750,000 gallons of diesel fuel spilled into the
Monongahela and Ohio rivers Jan
2, 1988, from a ruptured storage
tank_ That spill caused major problems for water filtration plants
downstream.
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Bobadilla and Pierce wedding vows solemnized
Miss Julia Michelle Bobadilla of
Katy, Texas, and Robert Mark
Pierce of Houston, Texas, were
married on Saturday, Nov, 4.
The vows were solemnized at
Katy Church of Christ, Katy, Texas. Cecil Hutson officiated.
Vocal music was presented by a
group composed of Bill Foreman,
Randy Foreman, Linda Foreman,
Skipper Foreman, Janet Foreman
and Angela Foreman.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Cosme A. Bobadilla of
Katy. She is the granddaughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Cosine Bobadilla Sr.
of Pacasmayo, Peru, and the late
Mr. and Mrs. Alvis Smith of Bluff
City, Ark.
The groom is the son of Bonna
and Lynn Yates of 1506 London
Dr., Murray, and the late Robert D.
Pierce of Lima, Ohio. He is the
grandson of Mrs. Mildred Pierce
and the late Walter Pierce of Lima,
Ohio, and the late Mr. and Mrs.
James M. Gillum of Tipp City,
Ohio.
The altar was centered with an
arrangement of pink carnations and
greenery flanked by sevenbranched candelabra with pink carnations and greenery.
The bride wore a wedding gown
of white satin and lace designed
princess style with a high neckline,
long sleeves, and long flowing
train with lace hemline. Her veil of
illusion was attached to a lace bandeau. She carried a bouquet of
white roses and greenery.
Miss Cyndi Ballinger of Katy,
Texas, was maid of honor. Bridesmaids were Mrs. Christi Crisler,
Miss Melissa Rose Bobadilla, sister
of the bride, and Miss Stephanie
Sloan, all of Katy.
The attendants wore dresses of
blue skirts with black tops. They
carried bouquets of pink carna-

tions, red roses and greenery.
Katie Sperry was flower girl and
Curran Sperry was ringbearer.
They are the children of Mr. and
Mrs. Donnie Sperry of Katy.
The groom and his attendants
wore charcoal grey tuxedoes. The
groom had a white boutonniere and
the attendants had pink
boutonnieres.
Timothy James Pierce of Paintsville, brother of the groom, was
best man. Groomsmen were Gary
Kittle of New Orleans, La., and
Steve Senia and Russel Smith of
Houston, Texas. The latter is a cousin of the bride.
Ushers were Artemio Babadilla,
brother of the bride, Katy, and
James Gibson and Steven Gibsor.
of New Orleans, La_
The bride's mother wore a peach
chiffon and lace dress. The
groom's mother was attired in a
grey chiffon and lace dress. Their
corsages were of orchids.
A reception followed in the fellowship hall of the church.
Serving were Janet Bridges,
Brenda Jackson, Deborah Ruckel,
Donna Sperry, Kim Campbell,
Margie Vueleman, Susan Herring
and Jennifer Sloan, all of Katy, and
Billie Hesselrode and Karen Smith
of Houston.
The couple spent their honeymoon in Hawaii. They now are
residing at 1087 Country Place Dr.,
Houston, Texas,
The new Mrs. Pierce is a graduate of Taylor High School and is
attending the University of
Houston.
Mr. Pierce received his B.A. and
B.S. from Ohio State University
and a Master's degree in accounting from Houston Baptist University. He now attends the University
of Houston. A Certified Public
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Leah Elizabeth Ann Huff born

Mr. and Mn. Michael D. Huff of Rt. 1, Box 174, Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Leah Elizabeth Ann, weighing seven pounds two
ounces, measuring 201/2 inches, born on Sunday, Dec. 24, at 1:23 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the foremer Rebecca J.
Woods. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. David Huff, Ri 2, Clinton, and
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Woods, Ri 8, Mayfield.

Leslie Annette Stroup born
Mr. and Mrs. David Stroup of P.O. Box 1222, Murray, are the parents
of a daughter, Leslie Annette, weighing six pounds 10 ounces, measuring
19 inches, born on Sunday, Dec. 17, at 8:17 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother is the former Melody Hart. Grandparents are
Leroy and Laureen Hart of Kirksey, Jim and Dolores Legg of Albuquerque, N.M., and Connie and Mary Stroup, Mayfield. Greatgrandparents arc Mr. and Mrs. Connie Stroup Sr., Wingo, and Mrs. Mary
Francis Morris, Mayfield. A great-great-grandmother is Mrs. Neil Holly
of Mayfield.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include
Christopher Thomas of Murray from Western Baptist and Lora Roberts of
Murray from Lourdes.

Meagan Linden Meketi born
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Stephen Meketi of Rt. 1, Springville, Tenn., are the
parents of a daughter, Meagan Linden, weighing seven pounds five
ounces, born on Wednesday, Dec. 20, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former LuJan Simpson. Grandmothers are Mrs. Elizabeth Meketi of Paris, Tenn., and Mrs. Walter L. Simpson of Springville,
Tenn. A great-grandmother is Mrs. Ruth Hunt of Trenton, Tenn.

VFW Post 6291 will meet
H. Eddie Roberts Post No. 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars will have
its regular meeting on Thursday, Jan. 4, at 7 p.m. at the Post Home on
Highway 94 East. Leonard Brown, post spokesman, urges all members
and interested veterans to attend.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mark Pierce
Accountant, he is employed as a
project leader for Enron Corp.,
Houston.
The groom's stepfather and
mother, Mr. and Mrs. Yates of
Murray, hosted a rehearsal dinner
at Heitrnann's Restaurant, Katy, for

Driving course scheduled

the wedding party and out-of-town
guests.
Bridal events included a bridal
shower given by Lawanna Lloyd at
her home and a bridal luncheon by
Audrey Cox at Heitmann's
Restaurant, both at Katy.

A 55-Alive Mature Driving Course is scheduled for Wednesday and
Thursday, Jan. 10 and 11, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. (weather permitting) in
Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank, North 12th and
Chestnut Streets. Betty Riley will be the teacher for the class being sponsored by the Peoples Gold of the bank Persons who are members will
have their fee of $7 waived for the course, but this charge will be to other
interested persons. At the completion of the course each participant will
be issued a certificate. Those 55 and older can present this to their automobile insurance company and will receive, according to Kentucky
Statues, a minimum of five percent discount on insurance premiums. To
enroll call Riley at 753-5659 or Peoples Bank, 753-3231.

Pets of the week named

Singles Connection will meet
The New Murray Singles Connection will meet Thursday, Jan. 4, at 7
p.m. at New Life Christian Center, 408 Main St., Murray. For more information call Kenneth at 753-3580 or Mary at 753-1334 or 753-7994.

Belafonte-Behrens vows said
These five animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street, operated by The Humane
Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Sandy," a female terrier; "Mark," a male chocolate poodle; "Polka Dot," a female lop eared
rabbit; "Whiska," female, and "Fud," male, terrier Shih Tzu mix. Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter,
open to the public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday. For information call 759-4141.

Newborns and dismissals listed by local hospital
In the Dec. 25th report from the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
a newborn admission should have
read: DeShields baby girl, parents,
Donna Renee- Hastings and Russ
Eric DeShields, 206 Routen St.,
Paris, Tenn., instead of the information released previously, according to Kathy Hodge, director of
public relations at the hospital.
Five newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Dec.
29, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
French baby girl, parents,
Michelle and Jospeh, Rt. 1., Box
302, Big Sandy, Tenn.;
Edwards baby boy, parents, Judy
and Jeffery, Rt. 5, Box 140,
Benton;
Poiania baby boy, mother, Faith,
1202 College Cts., Murray;
Cooper baby boy, parents, Robin
and Michael, 211 Sanderson Dr.,
Hopkinsville;
Henderson baby boy, parents,
Donna and Jeffery, Rt. 1, Box
351A, Sedalia.
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Dismissals
Mrs. Thelma Cavitt, 411 Miller,
Murray; Ms. Donna Hastings and
baby girl, 206 Routen, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Bonita Hopkins, F-5 South
Side Manor, Murray;
Theodore Vaughn, Rt. 2, Box 10,
Murray; Mrs. Bertha Meier, Rt. 2,
Box 94A, Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs.
Kimberly Roberts, Ri 6, Box 20,
Murray;
Mrs. Kristin Craig, Rt. 2, Box
86, Buchanan, Tenn.; Timothy
Young, Rt. 8, Box 347, Murray;
Mrs. Iva Alford, Rt. 5, Box 884,
Murray;
Mrs. Eva Jackson, Rt. 1, Box
144, Dexter, Udell Erwin, Rt. 4,
Box 137, Murray; Mrs. Annie
Anderson, 801 Vine Si, Murray;
W.G. Martin, Box 82, Hazel;
Hugh Hill, 914 Minor Si, Paris,
Term.; Clinton Carter, Box 72,
Whitesville.
Five newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday, Dec.
30, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Watson baby girl, parents, Linda
and Otis, 318 Head Si, Paris,
Tenn.;
Beard baby girl, parents, Joan

and Joe, Box 165, New Concord;
Scott baby boy, parents, Shirley
and Frankie, 413 South 10th St.,
Murray;
Lawson baby boy, mother,
Debbie Mangrum, 415 Backusburg,
Mayfield;
Burkeen baby boy, parents, Tammy and Ricky, Rt. 1, Box 630,
Dexter.
Dismissals
Miss Nissa Mjos, Rt. 6, Box 77,
Murray; Mrs. Kristy Blassingame
and baby boy, Rt. 1, Box 38, Dukedom, Tenn.;
Miss Lori Williams, Southside
Manor Apts., Murray; Mrs. Jennifer Adams, Box 1034, Paris, Tenn.;
Miss Nichol Choppi, 1312 Kirkwood, Murray;
Mrs. Jennifer Watkins and baby
girl, 701 S. Market, Paris, Tenn.;
Verl Trimble, Rt. 3, Box 330E,
Murray; Mrs. Hilda Parkhill, Box
172, Hazel;
Mrs. Sherri Byrley and baby girl,
Rt. 1, Box 86B, Kirksey; Mrs.
Mignon McCoy and baby boy, Box
137, Hardin;
Jean Green, 313 South 13th Si,
Murray; Mrs. Mary Marshall, Rt. 2,
Box 341, Murray; Forest Shoulders, Rt. 4, Box 382, Murray;
Harmon Lewis, Rt. 7, Box 470,

Murray; J.D. Dellinger, Box 87,
Gleason, Term.; Lanis Wyatt, Rt. 4,
Box 38, Benton;
Mrs. Lula White, Rt. 2, Box 210,
Hazel; Alric Morris, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Howard Bazzell, Rt. 2, Box 166,
Murray; Miss Lucy Ferguson, West
View Nursing Home, Murray;
Allen McCuiston (expired) HC
Box 166, New Concord.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital has released the dismissals for
Sunday, Dec. 31. No newborn
admissions were listed.
Dismissals
Mrs. Donna A. Henderson and
baby boy, Rt. 1, Box 351A, Sedalia; Miss Faith Ann Hinkle and baby
boy, c/o Gidcumb, Rt. 2, Box
107B, Murray;
Mrs. Judy Ann Edwards and
baby boy, Rt. 5, Box 140. Benton;
Mrs. Robin R. Cooper and baby
boy, 211 Sanderson Dr.,
Hopkinsville;
Mrs. Becky Arant, Rt. 1, Box
179, Benton; Nickolas D. Mathers,
4125 N. 62nd Si, Scottsdale, Ariz.;
Miss Thelma G. Wicker, 208 North
Eighth St., Murray;
Blake A. Fountain, P.O. Box
739, Benton; Miss Amy Hoke, P.O.
Box 48, Hazel; Mrs. Tammy E.
Nelson, Box 944, Calvert City;
Mrs. Ebith Louise Bray, 306
South Third Si, Murray; Mrs. Beulah Mae Calhoon, Rt. 5, Box 394,
Murray; Mrs. Dorothy Baker, Rt. 3,
Box 276, Murray.
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday, Jan.
1, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Dial baby girl, parents, Lori and
Robert, Rt. 1, Box 230, Kirksey;
Naulty baby girl, parents, Cheryl
and Stuart, 1611 Kirkwood,
Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Joan Beard and baby girl,
Box 165, New Concord; Mrs. Tam(Cont'd on page 9A)

LOS ANGELES (AP)- It was
a champagne and soap bubble
wedding.
"Hotel" star Shari Belafonte
and "Knots Landing" actor Sam
Behrens were married in a civil
ceremony on the island of Barbados during the New Year's

weekend, spokeswoman Susan Patricola said Tuesday.
The couple said their vows at
Glitter Bay Resort in front of
friends and family. Miss Belafonte,
the daughter of singer Harry Belafonte, will live with her husband in
Sherman Oaks.

Court bout lawsuit called off
NEW YORK (AP)- The court
bout scheduled to begin Tuesday
between comic Richard Belzer and
wrestlers Hulk Hogan and Mr. T
was called off before the combatants could make it into the ring.
The $5 million lawsuit stemmed
from a 1985 television encounter
between the 150-pound Belzer and
the 307-pound Hulkster which the

comedian said left him
unconscious.
Jury selection was scheduled to
start Tuesday in Manhattan, but
Belzer's attorney said a settlement
was reached "in the last hour of
the last working day of the year."
Attorney Norman Roy Grutman
said he was not free to disclose the
Leans.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE®
"Wealth - any income that is at
least one hundred dollars more a
year than the income of one's wife's
sister's husband."
- HL. Mencken.
•

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
•K8

1-3-A

K 765

•K 6
4 A J 10 8 2
EAST
•Q 5 4 2

WEST
43
South was wealthy enough in •J 10 9
•A Q 8 3
cards to have guaranteed his odds- •Q 10 8 7 3
•J 5
on game. Unfortunately, having •K 5 4 3
4Q 9 7
wealth and using it wisely do not alSOUTH
ways go together.
4 A J 10 9 7 6
South ruffed the third heart and
•42
wisely refrained from drawing
•A 9 4 2
trumps. More important, he had to
46
use dummy's trumps to ruff his two Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: North
small diamonds.
He cashed the king and ace of dia- The bidding:
South
West
monds and ruffed a third round with North East
Pass
1.
Pass
dummy's eight. East overruffed 14
34
Pass
gratefully and ruined the party by 1 NT Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
returning a trump. With no way to 4•
Opening lead: Heart jack
recover, South had to concede a diamond,and the game went one down.
BID WITH THE ACES
South was foolish to ruff with
3-13
dummy's trump eight, risking the South holds
overruff. Since he planned on using
4Q 5 4 2
•A Q 8 3
both of dummy's trumps to ruff his
•J 5
diamonds, ruffing first with dum+Q 9 7
my's king can cost nothing and
avoids the risk of the overruff.
North
South
To ensure the game, South should 1•
1,
ruff the third round of diamonds 1 NT ?
with the king. Next he cashes dum- ANSWER: Two
no-trump.
my's club ace, ruffs a club back and game - opener's range Invite
is 13-15
ruffs his last diamond with dum- HCP
my's eight. Regardless of what happens now, South has nothing but Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Boo
Tsui MU.with seit-aelresin&
trumps left and the defenders can stampedDoliWi,
assedwps fer reply
score only the trump(ea.
(*right. IOW Dated ?WNW!Sy•dieln•
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FOR THURSDAY,JANUARY 4, 1990
ARIES
VIRGO
about small concerns.
YOU BORN TODAY are ambitious
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
'It (Aug.23 to Sept22)
-AQUARIUS
and a hard worker. You could easily
There's a tendency now to feel
Inhibitions or unreahstic expecta- (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
become a workaholic and need to
unappreciated on the job and to get tions could hamper your progress in,
Getting together with friends check yourself every once in a while
upset about little things. Your ener- romance now. Home-based activities
would be good for you on this day to make sure you're not getting
gies are best spent today on nonare favored over outside recreational
when you're inclined to worry too yourself into a rut. Change is good for
materialistic pursuits.
interests.
much or make much ado about you. Be willing to experiment and
TAURUS
LIBRA
nothing. Don't sell yourself short.
broaden your horizons. Then you'll
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
(Sept. 23 to Oct.=
achieve your greatest success. Real'
PISCES
>4100
Behind-the-scene moves in conPartnerships are highlighted now, (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
isiss estate, music, brokerage, teaching,
nection with financial interests are but a domestic concern could curtail
You're on the right track as far as acting and sculpture are some of the
favored today, but you may be the time you've hoped to spend with
making money is concerned, but fields that promise you success.
disappointed by what a teacher, just each other. Guard against overyou're warned not to get too involved
Birthdate of: Jane Wyman, actress;
adviser or lawyer has to say now.
spending tonight.
in others' problems now. Do your Everett Dirksen, U.S. senator; and
GEMINI
own thing and look out for No. 1!
Floyd Patterson, boxer.
(May 21 to June 20)
SCORPIO
You and a partner are on the same (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
wave length, but problems could
Initiative opens new possibilities
for financial gain today, but later you
arise before day's end in connection
(Cont'd from page 8A)
with a friendship. Neither loan out
may encounter some delays and a
nor borrow money today.
problem could arise with a co-worker
my M. Burkeen and baby boy, Rt. Tammy L. Parker, Rt. 3. Box
as well. Nerves could be on edge.
CANCER
1, Box 630, Dexter;
(June 21 to July 22)
SAGMARIUS
L92A, Murray;
Morning hours are your best time (Nov_ 22 to Dec. 21)
Mrs. Linda Gail Watson and
James N. Coursey, Rt. 3, Box
for business interests. Later, you
By all means follow through on baby girl, 318 Head St., Paris,
501-10, Benton; Miss Stefane B.
that urge for adventure and good Tenn.; Mrs. Ginger Lea Conner and
could get bogged down by some red
Darnell, Rt. 3, Box 362, Murray;
tape. Don't expect immediate
times today. Don't let a money baby girl, Rt. 1, Box 60, Dexter,
Mrs. Mozelle Jones, II 1 North
responses from others. A partnership concern keep you tied up in knots.
Ms. Debbie C. Mangrum and
Ninth
St., Murray;
You can still have fun and be baby boy,
matter concerns you.
415
Backusburg
Rd.,
Coy
Ancle Mathis, RL 1, Sedalieconomical.
LEO
Mayfield; Mrs. Judy Campbell, Rt. a; Refus 0. Tabers, Rt. 2, Box 106,
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
CAPRICORN
4, Box 11, Fulton;
Murray; Austin Jennings, Rt. 6,
You may find yourself stuck on a (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Charles M. Rose, Rt. 1, Box 254, Box 275, Murray;
problem on the job or in some other
Though you'll make headway with
Vernell Tharp (expired) 210
Murray; Miss Cindy M. Grogan,
way you may feel frustrated. Save a domestic project today, you could
some time now for pleasure pursuits be a bit hard on a family member. Try
D-1 Fox Meadows, Murray; Miss Browder, Fulton_
not to be overly critical, especially
and unwinding.

ffik

John H. Lane took this picture of his grandsons, Burt Crawford and
Matt Crawford, as they picked fruit during the holidays for them to
bring back to Murray. Mr. and Mrs. Lane were holiday guests of
their son, Jerry Crawford, Mrs. Crawford, and sons of Punta Gorda,
Fla.

Community events listed
Wednesday, Jan. 3
Murray State University Racer
basketball team will play St. Louis
at 7:30 p.m. in Racer Arena.
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Women's
Guild in Parish Center and RCIA
in Gleason Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
University Church of Christ.
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Prayer Meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs and
Mission Friends at 7 p.m.

Thursday, Jan. 4
Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce.
New Murray Singles Connection
will meet at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center. For information
call Kenneth, 753-3580, or Mary,
753-1334 aor 753-7994.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Dees Bank of Hazel from 9 to 11
a.m. and at Farley's Market at
Crossland from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class will be
at 7 p.m. in Education Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Hospital...

Murray Women of the Moose are
scheduled to meet at 8 p.m. with
officers to meet at 7 p.m. at lodge
hall.

PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — Men
lose roughly 2 percent of their
existing bone mass per year in the
same type of loss that can severely
affect women after menopause, a
Open meeting of Narcotics
study
indicates.
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Events at Grace Baptist Church
"There is a problem with osteowill include Mid-week service at 7 Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
porosis in men that hasn't been
Church.
p.m. and Weekly Workers' meeting
appreciated.
It's a problem that
at 8 p.m.
needs
to
be
recognized and
AA and Al-Anon will have
addressed,"
said
Dr. Eric Orwoll,
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Events at First Baptist Church
who led the study by the Oregon
Citizens'
Center,
Benton. For inforwill include Bible Study at 9:45
Health Sciences University.
a.m.; Youth Handbells at 5:30 mation call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Men apparently suffer gradual
p.m.; Prayer meeting, Children's
bone
loss throughout their lives,
Calloway County High School
Choirs, and Klaymata Fellowshp at
compared
with women, who often
Freshmen Basketball Girls and JV
6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 7:45
suffer
a
marked
increase in bone
Boys will host Marshall County
p.m.
starting at 4 p.m. This will be a loss after they reach menopause,
Orwoll said in an interview
triple header.
Thursday, Jan. 4
Tuesday.
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291
Researchers believe bone loss in
Murray High School J.V. and
of VFW will meet at 7 p.m. at Post
women is related to the decrease in
Varsity Basketball Girls will play estrogen
Home on Highway 94 East
levels associated with
at 6 p.m. at Carlisle County High
menopause
but no one has studied
School.
Senior citizens' activities will be
whether hormonal levels also affect
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
bone loss in men, he said.
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
"The major point of our study
Church will include Legion of
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
was that, contrary to popular belief,
Mary in Parish Center at 9:45 a.m.;
there is significant bone loss in
Education Committee at 5 p.m. and
Murray Civitan Club will meet at
men as they grow older," Orwoll
Knioghts of Columbus at 7:30 p.m.
7 p.m. at Homeplace Restaurant.
said.
in Gleason Hall.
The study was published in the
Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
Jan. 1 issue of the Annals of InterVisitation will be at 6:45 p.m. by nal
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
Medicine.
Memorial Baptist Church.
The three-year study, which
U.S. Census Bureau will give
Orwoll said was the first of its kind
Mothers' Day Out will be at 9:30
tests for enumerators and crew
nationally, measured the loss of
leader positions for 1990 cenus a.m. at First Baptist Church.
bone from the lumbar vertebrae, or
from 9:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. at
the lower spine, and the forearm.
The 77 men studied ranged in age
from 30 to 80.
The bone loss was detected at all
ages and the 2 percent rate did not
appear to vary, Orwoll said.
White, a hemophiliac, contracted
CICERO, Ind. (AP) — AIDS
"If you think of that relatively
acquired immune deficiency syn- simplistically, you wouldn't have
victim Ryan White has recently
drome from a blood transfusion. any bone left after 50
suffered a string of physical ailyears,"
Four years ago, he was barred from Orwoll said. "The key is existing
ments, but a New Year's holiday
attending Western Middle School
with pop singer Michael Jackson
bone mass. That means a man may
near Kokomo by officials who lose half
took his mind off his pain.
of his vertebral bone mass
feared the AIDS could be transmitHis mother, Jeanne White, said
in a lifetime.
ted to other students.
her son rested and watched movies
"That's pretty dramatic, and as
at Jackson's Santa Barbara County,
—yet pretty speculative, so I don't
Calif., ranch from Thursday until
A judge ruled that Ryan should want to leave the wrong impressTuesday.
be allowed in school because the ion," he added.
"They've had a really good
disease can not be transmitted
Orwoll said that the skeleton is
time," Mrs. White said.
through casual contact Since then, constantly being broken down and
White, 18, recently has suffered
the Whites have moved to Cicero, a rebuilt, which doctors call "remodinfections, a low-platelet count, a
town about 25 miles northeast of eling." Eventually, the entire
hernia, a protein deficiency and
Indianapolis, where Ryan attends skeleton is rebuilt several times
fluid retention_
high school.
during a lifetime, he said.
"The problem in bone loss is
that not enough new bone is put
back when old bone is taken up,"
Orwoll said.
NEW YORK (AP) — Jacques delicate ecosystems since running
He said that calcium and vitamin
Cousteau and son Jean-Michel will aground early last year near the D supplements given some of the
lead an Antarctic expedition this U.S. Palmer Station.
men in his study did not slow the
week with six children representing
"We are going on behalf of the bone loss. However, Orwoll
the world's other continents.
generations to come — the children pointed out that all the men in the
The 79-year-old Cousteau, an of tomorrow," Jean-Michel Cous- study were healthy and wellocean explorer known for his tele- teau said. "We decided to have nourished, which could mean that
vision specials and environmental them step on this virgin land, as calcium supplements may help men
activism, is promoting a French- big as the continental United with poor diets.
Australian proposal to make States, and have them realize it will
The major effect of bone loss is
Antarctica a nature reserve.
be their responsibility to either care to increase the brittleness of bones,
The United States and Britain for it or exploit it."
making them easier to break, he
oppose the proposal, urging supsaid.
port instead for an international
minerals treaty that would permit
regulated mining.
The expedition was scheduled to
sail today from Punta Arenas,
Chile, and arrive in Antarctica on
'Comprehensive Medicare Supplement
Saturday, weather permitting.
'Comprehensive Major Medical
Jean-Michel Cousteau, who was
in New York on Tuesday, was to
'Nursing Home 'Cancer 'Life
fly to Antarctica later and catch up
Tracy McKinney
with the group.
Jim Fain
753-0632
Divers will film the wreck of an
Argentine supply ship, which
spilled more than 70,000 gallons of
614 South Alth
753-0632
diesel fuel into one of world's most
Events at First Christian Church
will include Youth Club at 4:45
p.m., Super Dinner at 5:30 p.m.
and Choir Rehearsal at 7:30 p.m.

Januaryfi

Osteoporosis problem seen
in men same as in women
"Fractures definitely increase,"
Orwoll said. "If you look at the
data on broken hips, the incidence
goes up dramatically for women
from age 50 to 60."
Women generally suffer twice as
many hip fractures as men, he said,
but men are increasingly prone to
fractures as they reach their 70s
and 80s.

Islearance bale
Thru Jan. 13th
20°A)-50°1°Off
Christmas Trees, Decorations and Festive Accents
Special Savings on In-Stock
Patio Furniture and gifts

C.J.'s Casuals Pool & Patio
Pat
Around the corner from Corn-Austin 759-1911

eede-A-

CORN Aus-rN
Famous
j
artlia91

tft

Ryan visits Jackson home

STARTS
Wed., Jan. 3rd At 9:00 A.M.

Antarctic expedition planned

We Can Help
with all your insurance needs.

Fain Insurance Agency

All Fall And Winter Clothing For Men
Suits, Sweaters, Pants, Ties, Sportshirts.

Ek crything!

2

Price Off

All Young Men's Clothing
Blitt()I, I 1),, sA.c.itcy,
Sale Ends When All
Fall it Winter Merchandise Is Gone.'
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Mine Workers,' Pittston agreement depends upon other action
CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP)The United Mine Workers' tentative contract settlement with The
Pittston Co. depends on action by
other parties, including dismissal of
more than $64 million in fines
against the mine workers, a union
spokesman says.
The agreement also depends on
agreement by the National Labor
Relations Board to dismiss legal
action against both the union and
the company stemming from the
strike, said UMW spokesman John
Duray.
Trustees of the union's health
and retirement funds also must
approve portions of the contract
that deal with health and pension
benefits, Duray said.
If one or more of those "contingencies" isn't met, "then we're
into an area of potential problems," Duray said Tuesday.
"If they say 'no' across the
board, essentially we don't have a
deal," he added.
The 1,700 striking Pittston workers in West Virginia, Virginia and
Kentucky expect to learn details of
the proposed pact in the next few
days. Union leaders say a ratification vote is impossible before next
week.

"There's a lot of concerns and
questions being asked about the
contents of the contract," said
Charles Dixon, a UMW international executive board member
from District 30, based in Pikeville, Ky. "There are secrets and then
there are secrets. Things are real
hush-hush on the contents of the
Pittston agreement."
Duray said approval from all
parties involved is being sought.
"That's all in the process and
we're going to get that done as
quickly as we can," he said.
The agreement was announced
Monday by Labor Secretary Elizabeth Dole in Washington, D.C.
"They've done an extra plod
job of keeping it quiet," said Howard Green, an international exeCutive board member Irom
Charleston-based District 17. "I
know as much now as when I did
during Mrs. Dole's press
conference."
Duray said printing of the contract has been delayed because it
was approved during the holidays.
"Even if we didn't have the contingencies, it would be logistically
impossible to have a contract vote
this week," he said.
The sometimes-violent strike

began April 5 and affected 1,700
Pittston miners in Virginia, West
Virginia and Kentucky. At one
point, more than 46,000 miners in
nearly a dozen states staged a wildcat sympathy strike.
A key issue was Pittston's
attempt to end its contributions to
theo.UMW's industry-wide retirement fund. Pittston's coal subsidiary, Pittston Coal Group Inc., said
it couldn't afford to continue payments to the fund, which covers
130,000 pensioners who retired
between 1947 and 1976. Pittston
has just 560 retirees covered by the
fund.
The union insisted on continued
contributions to the fund, fearing
that if Pittston quit paying, other
companies would follow.
Daniel Roling, a senior mining
analyst with Merrill Lynch Capital
Markets in New York, said the
agreement is "a win-win situation
in that the union didn't give up any
major points and they were able to
maintain medical benefits for
retired workers."
Roling said, however, that much
of the information about the agreement is. coming from the media.
"But I've talked with the company
and it hasn't denied what's been in

the paper," he said.
The agreement resulted in positive results among Wall Street
investors. The company's stock
finished up one-quarter, or 214,
Tuesday and Roling said he's looking for the company to reduce the
price of coal per ton by at least
$2.50.
The strike, however, has cost the
union and the company millions.
Joel Price, securities analyst with
Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette in
New York, said, "The union set a
goal of protecting its retirees. It
may have forfeited $65 million in
Imes plus all the money the Pittston guys didn't earn, coupled with
what you paid them plus the guys
that went out (on sympathy strike)
last year.
"You kept your basic medical
and probably gave on work rules.
Is that a victory ... or is that a loss?
In terms of Pittston, it's money
they would have earned if they
hadn't been involved in this. How
much did you save? That number is
not known."
Pittston, which has tried to operate its mines with supervisors and
replacement workers, reported losses of $3.6 million in the second
quarter and $9.8 million in the
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Downtown Murray 753-5825
Store Hours: Open 7 a.m.; Close 8 p.m.
Ad Good Noon 1-3-90 thru 1-10-90
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We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
Listen to WSJP for our daily specials.
We Accept Food Stamps and WIC Vouchers.

Flour
5 Lb.

FL

Blue Bonnet
Yellow Quarters

Bathroom
Tissue
4 Roll Pkg.

argarine
2 lb

0

Wkh 815 Purchase Excluding
Dairy It Tobacco Products
S Drinks On Spacial

Hyde Park

Towels
Big Rolls

•
Pepsi Cola,
7-Up, Mt. Dew,
Dr. Pepper

2

for 1.00

Ore Ida Golden Crinkle

Potatoes

2 lb. Bag

1.59

11.5 oz.

1.29

Chase and Sanborn

Coffee
Hyde Park Cut

2 Liter

98'

'Double 9 Pink

16 oz. 39'

Green Beans

Pepsi Cola, 7-Up, Mt. Dew,
Dr. Pepper
.12 pk. Calls

2.98

Smoked

Salmon

Tall Can

2.39

Bush Great

Picnics

lb

89'

Partin Pork

Northern Beans

16 oz.

3/1.00

Hyde Park Whole

Sausage

1.49

lb

Fresh Chicken

Sweet Pickles

16 oz.

89'

Morton House

Livers

lb

69'

Lean Tender

Beef Stew

24 oz.

99'

Light and Lively Asst. Flavors

Minute Steaks

lb.

1.99

lb

1.99

lb

1.29

Lean Boneless

8 oz. 3/1.00

Yogurt
Hunt's Tomato

Stew Beef
Family Pack Pork

Ketchup

32 oz.

1.09

Steak

II
REELFOOT

SLICED BACON

Fresh Chicken

Reelfoot Sliced

Bacon
12 Oz. Pkg.
Sir

Breast
113.

Lettuce

1 9

1..09

49
Head

DELI
Corned Beef

m. 4.49

Ham and

Cheese Loaf
Pickle Lod.
Emge

American Cheese

cotto

Salami

2.89
m. 2.49
m. 2.69
m. 2.89

lb.

82-year-old charged with
murdering two deputies
RIPLEY, Tenn. (AP) - An
82-year-old man charged with murdering two sheriff's deputies who
were giving him a lift after his car
was wrecked was incoherent when
questioned about the shootings,
authorities said.
The deputies never suspected
that Ule Reynolds of Gary, Ind.,
whose car crashed in a ditch 60
miles north of Memphis, was a
felon carrying a .357-caliber pistol
in a shoulder holster, Deputy Sheriff Bill Danley said.
Reynolds was in jail without bail
today in adjacent Tipton County on
charges of murdering Lauderdale
County officers Kevin Ward, 29,
and Bobby Nolen, 55, in their
cruiser by shooting them in the
back of the head early Tuesday.
"We transferred him to Tipton
for both his protection and ours.
There are bad feelings about this,"
Sheriff Milford Durham said.
Durham said investigators were
awaiting results of a drug test on
Reynolds. An alcohol test came
back negative.

"We do this all the time - give
people a ride who have trouble,"
Deputy Sheriff Bill Danley said.
"He was not under arrest. They
were just giving him a ride. We
may never know (the motive)."
Reynolds, wlit, was knocked
unconscious and suffered an
injured shoulder when the sheriff's
cruiser crashed, could not explain
what happened, and there were no
other known witnesses, authorities
said.
"We're going to try to talk to
him again tomorrow," Durham
said Tuesday. "We tried to talk to
him today, and we couldn't make
any sense out of what he was
saying."
Indiana records show Reynolds
was charged in 1975 with attempting to obstruct justice in connection with a drug trial. At the time
of his arrest, Reynolds was armed
with a handgun and had two others
nearby. He pleaded guilty possession of a firearm by a felon. He
had been convicted in 1945 of
assault, records show.

NATIONAL CITY, Ill. (AP)Keep an eye on the speedometer
when driving through this village
-or be prepared to reach for your
wallet and join thousands of people
ticketed in 1989.
National City, with just 70 residents, has 12 officers to patrol the
one-mile stretch of Illinois Route 3
that bisects the village.
Last year, National City police
wrote more than 5,000 traffic tickets and earned more than $122,000
for the village coffers - onequarter of the overall budget.
The 35 mph limit is posted on at
least eight signs on each side of the
road, Assistant Police Chief Jim
Farrell said Tuesday.
"You can hardly call it a speed
trap, because the speed limit is well
posted," he said.
The Illinois Department of
Transportation estimates 8,700 cars
dey pass through National City,
which is across the Mississippi
River from St. Louis and home to
the National Stockyards Co. livestock complex and related
businesses.
"It's sort of like a racetrack out
there at times," Farrell said. "We
try to keep the traffic speed down
and keep somebody from getting
killed."
Police began closely monitoring
the highway five or six years ago
after residents complained about
the number of accidents, Farrell
said.
County records show National
City police wrote 5,091 traffic tickets from Jan. 1 through Dec. 28,
1989. Most drivers were ticketed
for speeding, although some were
cited for multiple violations.
Those citations accounted for
nearly 8.5 percent of the 60,000
moving-violation traffic tickets

issued last year in SL Clair County,
which has a population of 265,000,
said Barney Metz, county court
clerk.
State Police Capt. Bobby Henry,
area commander, said he was surprised by the high number of tickets issued in National City.
"That's not a negative comment," he said. "For a small
department, they're obviously out
there working to get that many
citations."
Route 3 has a 30 mph limit as it
enters National City from East St.
Louis. The speed limit then goes
up to 35 mph, and stays there as
the road leaves National City.
Polir- Chief Edward Daubach
said tickets aren't issued unless
drivers exceed the limit by at least
10 mph.
Village Clerk Kathryn Kuecker
said National City's annual budget
is about $400,000 to $450,000,
with most of the revenue coming
from property and sales taxes. St.
Clair County is one of the state's
most impoverished.
"We really don't know how
much would come in in a given
year" from traffic tickets, Kuecker
said Tuesday. However, the minimum penalty for a moving violation in Illinois is $50, of which local authorities keep $24; that would
mean National City received more
than $122,000 from the tickets
issued last year.
The village, with five full-time
and seven part-time officers, is
patrolled at all times by two officers in one car who use a radar
cl1/4,,;‘tor.
Officers have heard their share
of excuses from speeders, Farrell
said. "We had one guy tell us he
was in a hurry to go home and take
his medicine," he said.

Russell Springs man matches
Lottery numbers, wins jackpot

ha.
I

million on strike benefits. Miners
each received $200 a weekin strike
pay, a figure that was later raised
to $225, and a $1,000 bonus a
week before Christmas.

Police fill city's cofers
with funds from tickets

Hyde Park

Sunflower
Plain or Self-Rising

third quarter on its coal operations.
In October, the company said it
had spent $20 million on strike security through September.
The union has spent about $14

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - A
Russell Springs man took beginner's luck to new financial heights
when his first-ever Lotto Kentucky
ticket last Saturday matched all six
winning numbers, earning him $2.5
million.
Scott Stephens, 22, was playing
the lottery for the first time when
he purchased a $5 ticket at Junior.,
Foods in this Russell County community. He became Kentucky's
biggest lotto winner since the

weekly game began Oct. 16.
Stephens, who had been back in
Kentucky for about a month since
leaving the Army, had to be shown
how to play the louery Friday by a
friend.
Lottery spokeswoman Vicki
Dennis said that Stephens let the
computer pick two sets of numbers,
and he chose six sets himself. The
computer's first choice matched the
winning numbers of 1, 4, 17, 18,
22 and 25.

PRODUCE
Fresh White

Cauliflower

Head

1 Lb. Bag

Carrots
Fancy Red Delicious

Apples

3for

1.09
1.00
49'
lb. 4W
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Large Hamburger,
French Fries & Med. Drink

lb.

California

Turnips

PARKER'S SUPER MKT.
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This
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Special
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Special Good Thru Jan 6
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.
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FDA to test milk supplies after surveys found contamination
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Food and Drug Administration is
concerned that two independent
surveys found milk supplies in several areas contaminated with potentially harmful drugs, but the government says it sees no public
health threat.
The FDA is testing retail milk
supplies in 13 cities in response to
the surveys by The Will Street
Journal and the Center for Science
in the Public Interest that found
some samples were tainted with
veterinary drugs.
The testing should be completed
within two to three weeks and the

results will be made public, FDA
spokesman Jeff Nesbit said
Tuesday.
The FDA said that although it
"is concerned that these unconfirmed findings may indicate violative drug residues in milk," it sees
"no public health threat associated
with animal drug residues in milk
at the levels reported by The Wall
Street Journal."
But Michael Jacobson, executive
director of the Center for Science
in the Public Interest, said the general presence of sulfa drugs and
antibiotics in milk samples is
disturbing.

"People should be angry that the
government hasn't ensured the
safety of the milk supply," he said.
"People should continue drinking
milk - while they write a letter to
their legislators demanding
action."
The Journal's survey, reported
Friday, found that of 50 retail samples collected in 10 major cities, 38
percent were contaminated with
antibiotics and sulfa drugs used to
treat sick cattle. The newspaper
said the most troubling in that class
of drugs is sulfamethazine, a suspected carcinogen.
Another survey last week by the

Garcia to resign Sunday to allow
voters time to pick a successor
WASHINGTON (AP) - Rep.
Robert Garcia, D-N.Y., who faces
up to45years in prison when he is
sentencedon his Wedtech extortion
conviction, will resign Sunday to
give voters time to choose a successor, a spokesman says.
"Clearly, he wants to be done
with this now so that they can prepare to have a special election,"
Garcia spokesman Ron Simoncini
said Tuesday. "It may not be the
last possible moment but ... he
views this as the time to do it."
Garcia's office issued a statement Tuesday saying he will quit
his House seat effective Sunday.
The 56-year-old congressman and
his wife, Jane Lee Garcia, 48, were
convicted in October of extorting
$178,500 in cash, loans and jewelry from the Wedtech Corp., a nowdefunct defense contractor based in
Garcia's South Bronx district.
Sentencing is set for Jan. 19. The
Garcias face up to 45 years each in
prison and $750,000 in fines. In
addition, the congressman is under
investigation by the House ethics
committee, although that probe will
become moot once he quits.
Simoncini said Garcia was not
seeking to time his resignation to
influence the judge to be lenient.
"He said he didn't know how
that was going to affect the judge,
one way or the other," Simoncini
said in an interview from New
York.
Garcia was vacationing with his
family in Florida and would not
speak to reporters, Simoncini said.
In a statement, Garcia said it was
"with great sadness" that he
decided to resign.
"The people of the Bronx have
always been the most important
part of my life, and representing
them is the greatest honor I could
ever know," he said. "But I have
always said that if I could not serve
their best interests I would leave
office."
"Vacating my seat now allows
Governor (Mario) Cuomo to call
for a special election in time for
the people of the Bronx to choose a
new member of Congress to serve
out this term," Garcia said.
In resigning, Garcia follows the
example of fellow Bronx Democrat
Mario Biaggi, who gave up his seat
in August 1988 after convictions in
the Wedtech and Coastal Dry Dock

First Lady '
pleased with
new grandson
WASHINGTON (AP) - First
Lady Barbara Bush voiced delight
over the addition of a grandchild to
the presidential family.
"Great news," she said Monday,
revealing that her son Marvin and
his wife, Margaret, had just
adopted a 2-month-old boy, Charles Walker Bush. The couple also
has an adopted daughter, Marshall,
3.
The Bushes now have a dozen
grandchildren, five boys and seven
girls.
"There's something exciting, we
heard about the baby the day our
brother-in-law died. There's something nice about that, isn't there?
Sort of magical," Mrs. Bush told
reporters en route to Alabama from
Houston. "I cried from happiness
and sadness all day."
Alexander Ellis U, husband of
Bush's sister Nancy Ellis, died Friday of a stroke at age 67. The
Bushes will attend his ftineral in a
Boston suburb on Tuesday.
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cases. Biaggi is serving an eightyear prison term.
A handful of Democrats have
lined up to seek Garcia's seat but
Bronx Democratic leaders have privately said state Assemblyman Jose
Serrano is the likely successor. The
district is overwhelmingly Democratic, and whoever gets the party's
endorsement would be the clear
front-runner.
Other possible candidates
include Pedro Espada, who ran
against Garcia in the 1988 primary,
and also lost races recently for
New York City Council and Bronx
borough president; Assemblywoman Gloria Davis; and state Sen.
Olga Mendez. All are Democrats.
Garcia, the only mainland-born
Puerto Rican ever elected to Congress, won his seat in 1978 in a
special election after Rep. Herman
Badillo resigned to become a deputy New York City mayor.
In Congress, Garcia gained a
reputation as an articulate and
enthusiastic legislator. But his bestknown piece of legislation - a bill
to create federal tax-exempt enter-

- /-

prise zones to attract business to
inner cities - has never passed,
despite the cosponsorship of thenRep. Jack Kemp, R-N.Y.
Nevertheless, the concept of giving tax breaks to developers of
decaying neighborhoods has been
adopted in some states. And Kemp,
now secretary of Housing and
Urban Development, continues to
push for federal legislation.
Garcia was chairman of the Congressional Hispanic Caucus from
1978 to 1982, and chairman of the
Post Office and Civil Service subcommittee responsible for oversight of the census, where he
sought adjustments for
undercounting.
The son of a Pentecostal minister, Garcia grew up in the Bronx,
went to public schools there and
served in the Army infantry in
Korea. He later attended City College and New York Community
College but did not graduate. He
worked for eight years as a computer programmer before running for
the New York State Assembly,
where he served two terms.

Center for Science in the Public
Interest, conducted in conjunction
with the Journal, tested 20 milk
samples from store shelves in metropolitan Washington and found 20
percent were tainted.
Nesbit noted the test both
surveys used, called Charm II, can
detect the presence of the class of
drugs known as sulfonamides, but
that further testing is required to
identify which sulfa drug is
present.
Neither survey did further testing
to confirm the presence of sulfamethazine, he said.
Jacobson said, "This is just the
tip of the iceberg" because tests do
not exist to detect many other
drugs used by farmers. He said the

test used by most states for testing
cooperation with the Environmenmilk can detect penicillin but not
tal Protection Agency, which is in
other antibiotics.
addition to state and industry testThe FDA last year revised labeling programs.
ing for sulfamethazine to warn farIn announcing the I3-city milk
mers and veterinarians against survey, the FDA said "dairy farusing it in lactating dairy cows
mers must ... take responsibility for
because of recent studies finding
avoiding use of sulfamethazine, the
that at high levels it can cause drug found which is not approved
tumors in
and rats.
for dairy cows."
In 1988, the FDA tested retail
"A lapse in which a farmer
milk supplies in 10 cities and
treats even a single cow can contafound sulfamethazine in five of 49 minate the milk, when pooled, of
samples at more than the allowable 70,000 cows," the FDA said.
limit of 10 parts per billion.
The 13 cities where milk is
In response, the FDA launched a 'being tested are: Boston, New
nationwide education program to York, Philadelphia, Atlanta, Miamalert state and industry officials to
i, Chicago, Minneapolis-St. Paul,
the problem. The FDA also created
Kansas City, Denver, Dallas, Los
a federal milk-testing program in
Angeles, San Francisco and Seattle.

mice

Reviewing prostate cancer therapy
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I would like information on cancer of the prostate.
My husband's doctor has recommended a bladder check, bone scan and six
weeks of radiation; yet, at the same
time, he tells us nothing can be done
since my husband is 81 years old, and
the cancer won't kill him. A doctor at
a teaching hospital said his testicles
could be removed and that would immediately shrink the cancer. What's
your opinion?
DEAR READER: Treatment for
prostatic cancer is governed by several factors, including: the patient's age
and general health, severity of the
cancer and its staging - that is,
whether the tumor is contained within
the prostate gland or has spread to

other organs (metastasized).

Your husband's doctor has evidently concluded that a bladder examination (cystciscopy with a lighted tube)
and bone scan (to identify possible
metastases). should be performed. I
suspect your husband's cancer either
involved large portions of the prostate gland or had invaded tissues surrounding the gland.
Thus, efforts to identify the extent
of the problem are in order. Also, radiation therapy is often a good way of

treating metastasis; these X-ray treatment programs may be limited
treatments usually relieve pain and or simply ill-advised. For instance.
shrink areas of tumor.
hormone therapy
sometimes
I wish the doctor would take the worsen the symptoms of heart distime to discuss the problem with you. ease. Further, since many treatments
Radiation therapy is doing something, for prostatic cancer are palliative
and, despite your husband's age, he (they relieve symptoms but do not
has other options, too. For example, cure), patients may choose to avoid
female hormone pills often suppress the inconvenience, expense and distumors of the male reproductive comfort of therapy. preferring intract, including prostatic cancer, stead to obtain limited treatment as
even if it has spread.
the need arises.
In addition, the second doctor is
To give you more information. I am
correct; castration alters cancergrowth and should be considered if sending you a free copy of my Health
the malignancy has metastasized, Report "The Prostate Gland." Other
making radiation treatments techni- readers who would like a copy should
cally dif Heath and potentially danger- send $1.25 with their name and adous because of the high doses of X-ray dress to P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland.
OH 44101-3369. Be sure to mention
required.
Castration, medically termed "or- the title.
1990 NFASPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
chiectomy," is not ordinarily recommended for men who are sexually active; it causes impotence.
Hence, your husband has at least
three choices of treatment: radiation,
medication and/or orchiectomy. Of
course, he may choose to do nothinguntil he developssymptoms of metastases. such as pain. Some prostatic
cancers are slow-growing and, when
discovered early, do not require immediate treatment.
If your husband is in poor health,

can

DR. GOTT
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1" Furnace
Fillers
Sale
10x20; 12x24, 14x20; 14x25, 15x20; 16x20,
16x25, 20x20-, 20x25. Each (416-2053, 2129

Havoline Superior
Grade Oil

513°

Salear

Choose 5W-30. 10W-30. or IOW-40
Improves gas mileage SG rated Quart
Limit 12 quarts (766-2703. 2711 2729)

2145. 2160. 2202, 2228, 2244, 2285, 2301)

Proctor-Silex
12 Cup
Cofteemaker

saie13.9
9
Automatic drip.

extra-large capacity
plus attractive Eurostylingt Exclusive
hydro-clean pump
Makes tea or hot
water tor soups,
too (161-4650)

Soundesign Radio or
Phone, Your Choice

,

25' Measuring
Tape
Power tape with belt clip. Locking blade. Chrome plated

Sale9.99
AM/FM Clock Radio. LED display Wake to music or alarm
Snooze and sleep switch. White 1203-3413 Tone/Pulse
Phone. Desk or wall mountable. 12 digit rubber keypad.

ABS housing. 1" x 25'. (302-0492)

Automatic last number redial Mute key. Beige 1210-4149,

77

sale&

GNB
Ultra-Tech 700

Battery
sate49.88
700 cold craing amps Maintenancefree! Universal top and side Post design
tits most car,trucic applications C67-5069)

Eureka Upright
Vacuum Cleaner

4E'

Sa(e6a97
Who Says name
brand cleaning power
has to be expensive,
Beater-bar action

eifeiZzail

ERGIZER

Multi-position rug

00101DALI.

2" x 60 Yards
Duct Tape
60 yard roil of 2" wide tape for sealing air
ducts emergency repairs and more
Withstands temp extremes (412-0507)
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/.2.97

ENERGIZER
EUREKA

offil
Heet Fuel
System
Antifreeze
uiSop.vs_c•

6 Gallon Wet/Dry
Vac with Blower Safe
112 mph of air flow Plus the wet/dry cleanup power that Shop Vacs are known for
Includes accessories shown (316-49e5)

59.99

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 8:30-9:00
Sun. 12:00-6:00

height ad)ustment 4
afro motor )221-1779,

EAERG/ZER
III
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Helps prevent gasoline freeze-up.
Plastic bottle fits
all gas tank necks.
12 oz. (723-0659)

*maws

Sale

490

Eveready Energizer Batteries
Two 'AA' or 'AAA'
Sale1.44
(465-008'
Two 'C', 'D'or One 9 Volt
465-0024. 0057. 01721

America's TOTAL HARDWARE )Store

753-81Q4

14.ininte14in
Remington .22 LR

Cartridges
s-,areZ09
Great for target shooting or small game
hunting, Long rifle, high-velocity 100 pack
Sale1188 (607 4595,
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OBITUARIES
Vernon Clyde Stubblefield Jr.
Vernon Clyde Stubbkfield Jr.,
Murray druggist, 84, of 107 South
Eighth St., Murray, died Tuesday
at 7:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He was a graduate of Murray
State Teachers College and of the

Robert
Ervin Sr.
The funeral for Robert Ervin Sr.
will be Thursday at 11 Lm. in the
chapel of Roth Funeral Home,
Paducah. The Rev. Wayne Wiman
will officiate.
Graveside rites will be Thursday
at 2 p.m. at Tower Height Cemetery, West Frankfort, Ill.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Mr. Ervin, 71, of 908 North 24th
St., Paducah, died Sunday at 3 a.m.
at his home. He was the son of the
late Lyle Elwood Ervin and Esther
Clark Ervin.
A member of Margaret Hank
Memorial Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, Paducah, he was a retired
operator for Shawnee Steam Plant.
Survivors are his two daughters,
Mrs. Melody Smith and Ms. Vanessa Ervin, Paducah; four sons,
Ron Ervin, Murray, Bobby Erwin,
Kevil, and Spencer Ervin and
Landon Ervin, Paducah; one sister,
Mrs. Anita Holland, Eddyville; two
brothers, Bennie Ervin and Tom
Ervin, Cocoa, Fla.; four grandchildren; one great-grandchild; several
nieces and nephews.

Dr. Charles
M. Morris
Dr. Charles M. Morris, pastor of
Kirksey United Methodist Church,
died Monday at his home in
Kirksey.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Jeannie Morris, one daughter, Miss
Beth Morris, and one son, Mike
Morris, all of Kirksey; his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. H.T. Morris, Ripley,
Tenn.; one brother, H.T. Morris Jr.,
Brownsville, Tenn.
The funeral will be Thursday at
11 a.m. at Mt Pleasant United
Methodist Church, Ripley, Tenn.
Burial will follow in the church
cemetery.
Friends may call from 4 to 9
p.m. tonight (Wednesday) at the
funeral home.
Memorial services will be Suday at 11 a.m. at Kirksey United
Methodist Church.

Dr. Joel
C. Moss
Dr. Joel C. Moss, 77, of Albuquerque, N.M., died Dec. 16 in
Albuquerque after an extended
illness.
Born June 2, 1914, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Felix Moss and Allie Wells Moss.
He had retired from the faculty at
Fort Hays State University in Hays,
Kan.
He was preceeded in death by
one granddaughter, Rebecca Moss;
one sister, Mrs. Ruby Roberts; and
three brothers, Ivy Moss, Ralph
Moss and Robert Moss.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Neila Mae Moss; three sons — Joel
Moss of Los Alaornos N.M., Lynn
Moss of Albuquerque and Pat Moss
of Chicago, Ill.; one brother, Pat
Moss of Camarillo, Calif; nine
grandchildren; several nieces and
nephews locally.
Memorial services were held
Tuesday, Dec. 26, in Albuquerque.

College of Pharmacy of the University of Kentucky, Lexington. He
was the retired owner of the long
time drug store, Dale & Stubblefield, located at Main and Fifth
Streets, Murray.
A past president of Kentucky
State Board of Pharmacy, he was a
member of Murray Rotary Club
and First United Methodist Church.
Born Oct. 21, 1905, he was the
son of the late Vernon Clyde Stubblefield Sr. and Ginny Wilson
Stubblefield. One brother, Congressman Frank Albert Stubblefield, preceded him in death.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Charlotte Shaw Stubblefield, to
whom he was married Feb. 20,
1932, in Hickman; two sons, Vernon Shaw Stubblefield and wife,
Sharon, Richmond, and Robert
Burrus Stubblefield, Lexington;
four grandchildren, Sara Lynn
Stubblefield, New York City,
Nathan Dale Stubblefield and
Charlotte Alicia Stubblefield, Richmond, and Ginny Allison Stubblefield, Somerset; one brother, Dr.
Robert James Stubblefield and

NOTICE
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GRAVEL AND DIRT

Prairie Farms

Buttermilk
Vernon C. Stubblefield Jr.
1/2 Gallon
wife, Ruth, Memphis, Tenn.; a
sister-in-law, Mrs. Odessa Stubblefield, Murray.
The funeral will be Friday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. A. Nowell
Bingham will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call from 6 to 8
p.m. Thursday at the funeral home.

Billy Rue (Tripp) Nix
Billy Rue (Tripp) Nix, 19, of
1518 Canterbury Dr., Murray, died
today at 1 Lm. at Marshall County
Hospital, Benton. (See accident
story on page 1).
He was a member of Glendale
Road Church of Christ. A 1989
graduate of Calloway County High
School, he was a student at Universal Technical Institute, Houston,
Texas.
Born Sept. 23, 1970, he was the
son of Billy Rue Nix and Janice
Paschall Nix.
Survivors are his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Rue Nix, 1518 Canterbury Dr., Murray; one brother,
John Paul Nix, Murray; his grandmothers, Mrs. L.W. (Mary Frank)
Paschall and Mrs. Rue (Lorene)
Nix, Murray; one aunt, Mrs. James
(Betty) Tucker, Kirksey; one uncle,
Danny Nix, Johnson City, Tenn.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Glendale Road Church
of Christ or to a favorite charity.

Billy Rue (Tripp) Nix

Ricky Dale Moss
Ricky Dale Moss, 20, of RL 8,
Murray, died Tuesday at 11:15
p.m. at Benton. (See accident story
on page 1).
A farmer, he attended Calloway
County High School.
Born Nov. 15, 1969, he was the
son of Glenna Farris Wadkins and
Ernest Lloyd Moss who died in
1988. One brother, Richard Allen
Moss, died in 1985.
Survivors are his mother, Mrs.
Glenna Wadkins, Rt. 8, Murray;
one sister, Miss Melissa Michelle
Moss. Lansing, Mich.; four
brothers, Terry Moss, RL 8, Murray, and Ernest Arnold Moss,
Timothy Davide Moss and Randy
Scott Moss, all of Lansing; his
grandmothers, Mrs. Dorothy
Wagar, Murray, and Mrs. Victoria
Dodson, Plainwell, Mich.
Services will be Friday at 1 p.m.
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in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. Burial will follow
in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call after 12 noon
Thursday at the funeral home.
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Big Buy

Bacon
Ricky Dale Moss

9W

PAGIJAS
DELIVERS FREE
One

Turkey
Ham

9W.

Bryers Grape

Jelly
or Jam

FREE 20 Oz. Coca-Cola
plus

$100
OFF Any 12" Pizza

I.

with this coupon
Expires January 15. 1990
510 Main St.
753-2975

PA611A1's
Two FREE 20 Oz. Coca-Colas
plus

$200
OFF Any 14" Pizza

PARS

with this coupon .
Expires January 15, 1990
510 Main St.
753-2975

vAK STUMP REMOVAi
.

Ground
Beef

16 oz.

Verne11
(Bill) Tharp
Services for Verne11 (Bill) Tharp
will be Friday at 2 p.m. at Greater
Antioch Missionary Baptist
Church, Fulton. Burial will follow
in Greenlea Cemetery there.
Friends may call after 5 p.m.
Thursday at the church. Mason's
Memorial Chapel of Mayfield is in
charge of arrangements.
Mr. Tharp, 66, of 210 Browder,
Fulton, died Monday at 6:59 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9:00-7:00, Fri. 9:00-6:00, Sun. 1:00-6:00
12th St. at Storey Ave.
We Accept Food Stamps

753-2975

4

Coke, Classic,
Diet, Mello Yello
or Sprite
2 Liter Products

9

Zosta
Seebler Zesta

Saltines
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Lottery ambassadors on the road during January
CLUBS HELP

Retarded
Children
"YOUR CHANGE
CHANGES THINGS"'
Your contributions support projects of both our local club and
the Civitan International Foundation. Thank you!

Civitan slogan for drive:
"Your change changes things'
9

"Your Change Changes Things"
is an appropriate slogan for Civitan
Candy Boxes. The candy mints in
the Civitan boxes are invitations to
you to share in a helping experience. The change — or even bills
— deposited in the coin boxes support projects of both local Civitan
clubs and the Civitan International
Foundation. As an example, the
local W.A.T.C.H. Center received
$46,250 in 1989 from the Civitan
International Foundation to help
construct the addition to the Center
for Handicapped. Mrs. Peggy Williams, center director, made the
grant request which was endorsed
and supported by the Murray Civitan Club. This money came from
Civitan Candy boxes all over the
United States.
The 25 Civitan Candy Boxes in
local businesses in Murray are
serviced only by local Civitans.
One-fourth of the proceeds from
the candy mint boxes is retained by
the local club for local use. The
remainder goes to Civitan International to finance the cost of the
candy and transportation. The pro-

fit to Civitan International goes to
the Foundation Grant Fund to
which requests are made for Educational Scholarships and construction of residential facilities for
handicapped persons.
The Murray Civitans use their
local "candy box funds" to finance
two scholarships each semester at
Murray State University for students who major in special education and plan to teach in public or
private programs to assist the mentally and physically handicapped.
Since the candy boxes began in
1975 local Civitans have provided
twenty-two scholarships at MSU.
The funds also finance an annual
Christmas Party at the local
W.A.T.C.H. Center.
The motto of Civitan Clubs is
"Civitans Help People" and the
candy mint boxes is one, simple,
inexpensive avenue by which
"Your Change — Really —
Changes Things." Murray Civitans
are grateful to each institution that
permits a Civitan Candy Mint Box
to be placed there.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (Dec. 28,
1989) — The lottery's ambassador
program, in which teams visited
retail outlets across the state during
December, received rave reviews
from retailers and players alike.
"We visited 85 sites and talked to
approximately 17,000 people during the month," said Melanie
Bridgemon, senior vice-president
of marketing for the lottery. "It has
been so well received that our
teams will be back on the road in
January."
Bridgemon said that beginning
Jan. 8, a team of two people would
stop at nearly 40 retail outlets who
sell both instant and on-line games.
"The team will have a very special
'mystery' guest with them who will
add a lot of fun and excitment to
the event," she said. Bridgemon
added that the special guest would
be identified at a press conference
scheduled for Jan. 3 in Louisville
during which lottery officials will
also announce details of the lottery's newest game.
The ambassador tour will begin
in Frankfort at Blue Bonnet Market
No. 3 on Louisville Road at 11:30
a.m. Other cities on the tour will be
Campbellsville, London, Hazard,
Ashland, Florence, Henderson,

Paducah, Hopkinsville, Bowling
Green, Lexington and Louisville.
The Paducah schedule includes:

Minit Mart, Bridge Street; and
4-5:30 p.m. Executive Inn Newstand, Executive Blvd.

Adults
underSt jSS
•Job stresses
•Tensions at home
•Financial pressures
*Grief
•Divorce
•Alcohol or cocaine dependency
•Job-related injuries

What is stress doing to YOU?
Charter Counseling Center presents

A Day of No-Charge
Professional Evaluations

Holiday weekend
accidents claim
272 total lives
CHICAGO (AP) — Traffic accidents nationwide claimed at least
272 lives over the long New Year's
Day weekend.
According to reports received by
mid-morning Tuesday, California
recorded the most fatalities, 35,
while seven states and the District
of Columbia reported no fatal traffic accidents.
A total of 317 people were killed
in traffic accidents during the New
Year's holiday last year, and the
National Safety Council had estimated 250 to 350 would die this
year.
The counting period this year
began at 6 p.m. local time Friday
and ended at midnight local time
Monday.

Wednesday, Jan. 17: 11
a.m.-12:30 p.m. KY Oaks Mall,
Paducah (tenative); 2-3:30 p.m.

for people concerned about the effects
of stress in their lives.
Charter's professional staff will conduct
assessments covering such areas as
Anxiety • Stress • Depression
Chemical Dependency •Self-Esteem
There is no charge for these assessments.

Tuesday, Jan. 9th 3-9 P.M.
Saturday, Jan. 13th 9-2 P.M.
Call
502-753-8494
for more
information

CHARTER
COUNSELING CENTER

Ky. 800-633-5502
Others 800-421 4443

104 N. 5th, Murray, Ky.

WAREHOUSE
FOODS
We Reserve The
759-1144

Right To Limit
Quantities

623 South 4th

We Accept Food Stamps and WIC. - Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 P.m.

Sunshine Regular or Unsalted

Cottonelle

Saltine Crackers

Bathroom Tissue

Duncan Hines

Cooking Oil va;
- lo Sweet Relish

Cake Mix

$411111.1

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi
or Mt. Dew

mec

2 Liter
Bottle

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
or Mt. Dew

09
8 pk. 16 oz.

+ Dep.

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
Dr. Pepper or 7-Up

Downy

Idahoan

Kelly

Fabric Softener
$ SR

Instant Potatoes

Chili w/Beans

64 Oz
Btl

2 oz.
Argo

Peaches

510$'

'
?
29 Oz.
Can

'Washington State
Red or Yellow Delicious
15 Oz.
Can

Ivory Dishwashing

Detergent
Pre-Priced
$1.89
32Bt°
I z.

le

12 pk. 12 oz. can

Apples

Large
Head

Dash

WashiniPowder
Pre-Priced
$1.69
38 oz.
Box

1 Lb. Bag

Carrots

3 Igo
for

$149

White

Potatoes..10

<

Lb. Bag
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SPORTS

Inside
Scoop
David Ramey
So this is the 1990s?
After drowning ourselves in football over a three-day span, we
got down to the business of settling the national title the
American Way on Tuesday. An old-fashioned polling made the
Miami Hurricanes the national champion.
Lou Holtz didn't care all that much for the election results. I
guess coach Holtz forgot who won last year's balloting. Maybe
he also thought that the luster of Notre Dame might win him
the national title.
I can hear the reasoning, especially since I grew up around
South Bend. "We are Notre Dame, and Notre Dame is special,
and all things being equal, because we are Notre Dame, we
should win."
I guess Holtz and the Irish forgot about 1977-78, when the
Irish won the NCAA's Great Democracy Debacle, despite Alabama having just a good of case.
Or maybe Tim Brown or Joe Theisman, who both won Heisman Trophies in part because they were Irish, so to speak.
Let's look at the facts, Lou.
FACT: Miami cleaned your clock and did it impressively.
FACT: Miami actually whipped you last year at your place,
but since Jimmy Johnson decided to go for two instead of playing for the tie, you were able to go unscathed, and took on a
lesser opponent (West Virginia) because they were unbeaten.
FACT: Colorado had indeed been "living a lie" all season,
and were not nearly the best team in the country entering New
Year's Day, especially on grass. Florida State's whipping of
Nebraska put the Big Eight in perspective rather nicely.
FACT: Miami's only loss came to Florida State in Tallahasse
without the services of their starting quarterback.
But it all comes clearly into focus with Fact No. 1: Miami
27, Notre Dame 10.
Case closed.
Of course, since the NCAA Democracy Debacle is the only
of its kind, this is all ridiculous. Why can't the NCAA institutions put politics and money aside and come up with a playoff
system, where they could make even more money?
The voting idea is so novel. Instead of having a Super Bowl,
why not do a reversal and do it the college way?
I can see the matchups now. In the Coastal Bowl, to be
played at the Memorial Coliseum in Los Angeles, the NFC Central champion faces the AFC West title holder. In the Texas
Bowl, the AFC Central faces the NFC East winner, in the Florida Bowl, the AFC East winner faces the NFC West. We all
watch it on television from noon to midnight, and all of us
sports media types get up early the next day and vote for it.
Who needs a Super Bowl, if we can have this fair system?
Hopefully, enough schools like Florida State and Notre Dame
will get mad and all Vote to have a playoff in college football.
Meanwhile, Holtz and the Irish will just have to stew during
the offseason.
thought Holtz really shed some light on the situation with
his proposal. While Miami coach Dennis Erickson said he
favored a national playoff, Holtz came up with the only idea
worse than voting for it.
"The national championship should be determined by computer," the coach of the Irish said. "You get so many points for
every game you win, and so many points for every game your
opponents wins."
The first year they used a computer to rank players for baseball free agency, a journeyman relief pitcher named Doug Corbett was picked as the best player in the game.
• • •
After winning more games in Texas this season than the Dallas Cowboys, the Murray State Racers return home to host Saint
Louis tonight in Racer Arena at 7 p.m..
A win over the Billikens would push the Racers, at 4-5 now,
to an even .500 on the campaign, and would avenge a 78-68
loss to Saint Louis at the Kiel Auditorium earlier this year.
MSU is fresh off a championship performance at the Lamar
Invitational in Beaumont, Tex., where they knocked off TexasSan Antonio in the first round and the host Cardinals in the
title game.
"It was a Texas tournament with a Kentucky flavor, and
we're real proud of that," Racer coach Steve Newton said. "We
have played well at Lamar, and I think it's because of the
facility. It's such a beautiful place to play."
Popeye Jones paced the Racers down in Texas. The sophomore didn't need any six-shooters or ten-gallon hats after setting
tournament records by tossing in 60 points and pulling down 29
rebounds. He also had career-high nights with 31 points in one
contest, and 15 rebounds in the other.
Jones' play in Texas won him tournament MVP and OVC
Player of the Week honors. The Dresden, Tenn. native also credited the Montagne Center.
"I like the facility," Jones said. "They tried to recruit me
down there, and I guess I wanted to show their coaches that I
could play."
Pardon Newton and the Racers if they want to talk about a
brand new basketball building. While people behind the scenes
are working on getting the Racers a new promised land, life
continues in "The Pit."
A Christmas Day practice was "rained out" when a water
pipe busted and caused flooding in the Racer locker room, the
training room facilities, and the North Gym of the Carr Health
Building, where the Racers occasionally practice.
The busted pipe also caused problems with the showers, and
until Tuesday, hot water was unavailable. The weekend's rainstorm had managers Brad Pritchett and Billy Mathis rolling garbage cans full of water out of the home of the Racers on
Tuesday.
And the lights in the offices of the coaching staff also were
Out last week.
Welcome home.
While Newton can talk about a facility, he might also mention some royalty that has shown up to give the Racers a
boost. Paul King tossed in 36 points in the two games in the
Lamar Tournament, and the St. Louis native would like nothing
better than to lead the Racers past some home folks, as the
game will be televised back to St. Louis.
The Racers are 4-1 in games where King has been in double figures.
The loss was against Southern Illinois, a game which they probably
should have won.
In the four Racer wins, King has averaged 14 points a game, while
in the five losses, he has just averaged 6.5 points a contest.
The Billikens are 7-2, knocked off the Racers 78-68 in Si Louis the
second game of the season. SLU received a vote in the latest AP Top
25 poll.
By the way, 1990 will be a landmark year for Murray State
basketball. The Racers need just 18 wins to post Murray State's
1000th basketball victory. The win should come this calender
year.
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Curry spices UK's hunt for football coach
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Alabama football
coach Bill Curry and Kentucky athletics director
C.M. Newton traded compliments on the eve of
Curry's expected arrival m Lexington today to
discuss the Wildcats' vacant head coaching
position.
"I am certainly interested," Curry told the
Lexington Herald-Leader on Tuesday in a telephone interview from his home in Tuscaloosa,
Ala.
"I've had a couple of inquiries. We're going
to listen and evaluate our circumstances, but
with C.M. (Newton's) reputation and with my
respect for (former UK coach) Jerry Claiborne,
and the school, and for the job that has been
done on and off the field, we are certainly
interested."
Curry's scheduled visit comes just two days
after Alabama lost toldlarni 33-25 in Monday
night's Sugar Bowl. Cdry, 47, led the Crimson
Tide to a 10-2 record this season and a share of
the Southeastern Conference title.

"Obviously, Bill Curry has been someone I
have had great interest in from the very beginning," Newton said Tuesday night. "I've said
many times a big part of this is matching wants.
We'll be in the stage with Coach Curry of swap.
ping information. Hopefully, that will take place
soon."
Newton said that Curry is a class individual
— "Class with a capital C."
Newton received permission last Thursday
from Alabama athletic director Hootie Ingram to
interview Curry. Along with Claiborne, who
retired as UK coach on Nov. 28, the two visited
with Curry before Monday's game.
Curry, hired in 1987 to replace the departing
Ray Perkins, has had trouble winning acceptance
in Tuscaloosa, despite compiling a 26-10 record
at Alabama.
But as late as two weeks ago, the coach said
Tuesday, he was not sure he was interested in
the Kentucky vacancy.
"But (the bowl game) was the main reason I

was not interested in much of anything at that
time," Curry said. "Having a chance to reflect
on it, and frankly with C.M.'s persistence, my
wife (Carolyn) and I rethought it and we are
interested and we are going to come up and
visit."
Both Curry and Newton declined to say when
the visit would occur.
After the Sugar Bowl loss Monday night, Curry held a closed doors meeting and told his players and coaches he was thinking over some job
opportunities, according to a published report in
the Birmingham (Ala.) News. Curry told his
coaches to "hang loose until Wednesday," the
report said.
Curry said Tuesday that he had informed
Ingram and Alabama president Dr. E. Rogers
Sayers of his intention to visit UK.
Curry, a Georgia native, was a three-year letterman at Georgia Tech. He played professionally for the Green Bay Packers (1965-66), Balti(Coned on page 38)

Pressure, passing and
personnel lift Murray
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Lodge,' & Times Sports Editor

Pressure, passing and personnel
powered the Murray High Tigers to
their first win of the new year and
ninth victory of the season Tuesday
night in Murray, with MHS downing the Heath Pirates 83-52.
The Tigers fell behind early
against the scrappy 1-4 Pirates
before moving out to an 11-point
edge that Murray maintained
throughout the second quarter.
In the third quarter, however,
Tiger defense treed the Bucs, who
scored only four free throws —
two with no time showing — in the
final four minutes of the quarter as
Murray leapt out to a 23-point
bulge.
"Our pressure really helped us,"
MI-IS coach Cary Miller said afterward. "That's the difference in the
ballgame — we certainly didn't do
a good job rebounding."
Boardwork and inconsistent
offense were Miller's only complaints, however, and he tempered
those by praising the team's
defense, passing and bench
support.
"The big thing is our depth,"
Miller said."We kind of wore them
down — they were playing six people, we went with eight or nine."
Miller said the Tigers' only loss
of the season — to Hopkinsville in
the first round of last week's tournament there — showed him that
the Tigers would need to be able to
rely on their reserves.
Murray received 21 points from
the bench against Heath, with
Allen Rayburn scoring nine, Bart

7
1
Family
YMCA

Crum eight and Josh Johnson four.
The big guns, however, belonged
to Willis Cheaney and Brian Sowerby, who combined for 43 points,
ten assists and ten steals.
Cheaney edged Sowerby for
scoring honors, 22-21, and each
scored nine of their points in the
opening frame.
Sowerby provided Murray's first
lead with a 3-point shot from the
top of the key for a 3-2 edge and,
after Heath scored back-to-back
buckets for a 6-2 lead, Sowerby
knotted the game with another '3'
from the key.
Sowerby then stole the ball and
dished to Cheaney for the layup,
and the Tigers never trailed again.
After a Heath free throw, Cheaney
drove the lane for a 10-7 lead, then
stole the ball and passed off to
Sowerby, who hit again from
3-point range for a 13-7 gap.
Sowerby spotted Jason Joseph
open underneath for a 15-7 lead,
and Robbie Danner assisted on
Cheaney's baseline basket that
increased the gap to double digits.
Murray held a 22-8 lead until
Heath's Chris Noles sank a '3' in
the final seconds to cut the margin
to 11 points — a lead the Tigers
were unable to improve on during
the second quarter.
It was 40-29 in the third quarter
until a six-point surge pushed the
Tigers out to a 17-point bulge, and
49-33 with four minutes left in the
quarter when the Tiger defense
clamped down.
Heath scored only four free
throws through the rest of the period while Murray added nine
(Coed on page 38)

Winter 1990
Session 1
Jan. 8 - Feb. 16
Session 2
Feb. 19 - March 30

Murray's Bart Crum applies fingertip control to a rebound against
Heath during the Tigers' 83-52 win.

Clutch free throws lift
Calloway past Comets
Staff Report
Murray Lodgor & Times Sports

TOTS IN MOTION - 3-5 yrs.
$10.00
Tues. & Thurs. - 4:30-5:15 p.m.
Carter Elementary School
Designed to help develop self confidence, coordination and motor
development through games, exercise & tumbling
GOODTIMES - Grades K-5
The YMCA before and after school programs at the Calloway County
Elementary Schools provide a wholesome and safe environment for
elementary school age children. Program elements include creative
time, snacks, homework time,field trips, arts & crafts, free play and other
projects. Program leaders work closely with parents, the school and
others important in the child's life.
You may register at any time during the school year and Goodtimes
offers an all day snow day program for regular Goodtimes participants
when school is cancelled. For more information, please call the Vat 759YMCA.
50+ FITNESS
410.00
Mon., Weds. and Fri. - 10:00-11:00 a.m .
Racer Arena - MSU
50+ Fitness is an exercise/walking class specifically for those 50 years
and older. It is designed to improve strength, flexibility and endurance
through exercises and walking approx. 1 mile on the indoor walking track.
Bring a friend and join the fun and fitness!
AEROBICS
630.00
Mon., Tues., and Thurs. - 6:45-7:45 p.m.
Robertson Elementary School
A great way to get in shape with our talented and certified instructor
Debbie Stubblefield! „loin the fun with high energy choreographed
exercise routines - this class offers both low and high impact movements
and we encourage you to take your own pace. Check Y-Aerobics out this
winter and feel and look your best!

759-YMCA

Annual Fan Are As Follows:
Youth
$5.00
Teen
$10.00
Adult
$15.00
Family
$25.00
Scholarship applications we
Maatocky
for anyone needing financial

of

YWCA

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo,Inc.
641 South
Murray
753-2617
Keep The GreatOM Fish ng WIth Genuine CM Parts

Membership Information
Anyone wishing to enroll in a family YMCA program is required to have a
membership. This once yearly membership fee entitles you to automatic
mailings of program information and your YMCA membership card can
be used at other YMCA's nationwide.
Sta t

The Calloway County Lakers
clamped down on defense and
eased up at the free throw line
Tuesday night at Carlisle County
High School, coming out with a
54-46 victory over the Comets that
raised Calloway's record back to
the .500 mark.
The Lakers sealed a tight ballgame by sinking 13 of 16 free
throws in the fourth quarter,
including a perfect 6-of-6 from
Travis Turner.
The free throw shooting was a
sight for head coach Russ Wall's
sore eyes in more ways than one.
Not only had the Lakers been
experiencing trouble at the stripe in
recent games, they also had been
coming up empty almost everywhere else on the floor.
"We just couldn't buy a basket,"
Wall said. "I don't have the stats,
but I'm sure we shot under 30 per-

44-44‘44*********•*41

Ford Taurus
4 cylinder, automatic, air, AM/

Mernber

FM stereo.

$6 900x
••*44••*******••.,.
United Way

cent for the game — and anytime
you can shoot under 30 percent and
come away with the win, you have
to feel pretty good — especially
winning at Carlisle."
Winning at Carlisle proved to be
difficult, as Laker big men Mike
Ruccio and David Hart got into
foul trouble and forced Wall to go
with a smaller lineup.
The Lakers trailed the Comets
11-10 after the first quarter and
27-25 at the half, but came out
with a different defensive philosophy in the second half.
"We came out in our match-up
zone, and that confused them a
little," Wall said, "and we concentrated more on (Brian) O'Neille
and (Todd) Tyler."
Wall said the Lakers kept Tyler
from getting the ball underneath,
while putting pressure on O'Neill,
the Comets' outside threat who led
all scorers with 19 points.
Calloway held Carlisle to five
(Cont'd on page 38)
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NFL awards

MVP Joe Montana defied age and injuries
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A
little over a year ago, Joe Montana
was battered and benched. He
feared the San Francisco 49ers
were phasing him out after 10
years and five operations on his
knee, shoulder, elbow and back.
Over the dead body of owner
Eddie DeBartolo.
The 33-year-old Montana played
like a quarterback entering his
prime for the 49ers this season, not
like one ready to watch Steve
Young at home on TV.
On Tuesday, Montana won one
of the few major honors that had
escaped him when the Associated
Press named him the NFL's Most
Valuable Player. And that's not the
only evidence that pro football's
player of the 1980s may be around
for much of the '90s, as well. Eight
quarterback MVPs were older than
Montana when they won the award.
Charlie Conerly, for instance,
was 38 when he was MVP with the
New York Giants in 1959. Y.A.

Tittle was 37 with the Giants in
1963. John Brodie of the 49ers
(1970) and Fran Tarkenton of Minnesota (1975) both were 35, a few
months younger than Montana will
be when his five-year, $10 million
contract expires after the 1992
season.
"Enjoyment of the game is still
the big thing tharkeeps me going,"
Montana said. "It's fun, and it's a
challenge. I think you have to ride
it as long as you can."
The 49ers rode Montana to the
league's best record (14-2) this
year as he put together the finest
all-around passing year in league
history. He orchestrated four
fourth-quarter comeback victories,
had a sixth season of 3,000-plus
passing yards to tie Dan Fouts'
league record, and at one point
threw 150 passes without an
interception.
Montana, completing a nearrecord 70.2 percent of his passes
for 26 touchdowns and a career-

low eight interceptions, also was an league Who had good
seasons, and
easy winner of the AP's Offensive to be single4 out is rewarding.
Player of the Year award.
"These types of awards are
in balloting by a national media always unexpected. ... It's
a perpanel, Montana received 62 votes sonal award, but it is
also
a
team
to six for Green Bay quarterback award. This award also
means
our
Don Majkowski. The only other team had a good season,
which is
player to receive a vote was Min- the most important
thing."
nesota defensive tackle Keith MilJerry Rice, selected MVP and
lard with two.
top offensive player in 1987,
Montana, the NFL career leader distant second as offensive was a
in quarterback rating (94.0) and this year, trailing Montana player
501
/
2
completion percentage (63.9 per- votes to eight. Majkowsk
i had six
cent), is a two-time Super Bowl and running back Christian
Okoye
MVP and was an overwhelming of Kansas City had 21
/
2.
choice this fall as AP Pro Football
Despite missing three games and
Player of the Decade. Despite six part of three others
due to rib,
selections to the Pro Bowl, five as elbow and ankle
injuries — he was
the NFC starter, and a previous carried off the field
NFL passing title in 1987, he had against New England on a stretcher
on Oct. 22 —
never been the league MVP.
Montana completed 271 of 386
"It's a great honor," Montana passes for 3,521
yards. His statissaid at the 49ers' training camp in tics produced
a rating
Santa Clara, where the team is pre- the NFL's complex of 112.4 in
quarterback
paring for Saturday's home playoff grading system,
surpassing the pregame with the Vikings. "There vious high of 110.4
accomplished
were a lot of players around the by Milt Plum
of the Cleveland
Browns in 1960.
His completion percentage ranks
third in NFL historyy, behind Ken
Anderson's 70.5 and Sammy
today as the NFL Coach of the Parcells of the New York Giants Baugh's 70.3, and only three
Year by The Associated Press.
(5), Art Shell of the Los Angeles dropped passes in the 49ers' final
"I think it's an honor for every- Raiders (4), Kansas City's Marty game against Chicago deprived him
body here and I'm certainly hon- Schottenheimer (31
/
2) and Pitts- of that mark.
ored to be voted to that position, burgh's Chuck Noll (1).
It is a series of remarkable rallbut I think it should reflect what
ies that stand out most from MonThe 49-year-old Infante came to tana's
everybody did here and not one
season.
Green
Bay in 1988 from Cleveland,
individual," Infante said Tuesday
After completing eight of nine
afternoon upon returning to Green where he served as offensive coor- passes during the game-winning,
Bay after vacationing in Mexico dinator, but the Packers finished 92-yard drive against Cincinnati in
4-12 that year, failing to grasp his the Super
and Florida.
Bowl last January, he
In balloting by a national media complex passing offensive.
brought San Francisco from behind
panel, Infante received 23 votes,
In the off-season, the Packers in the waning minutes four times
edging out Denver's Dan Reeves studied Infante's game plan, again this fall by throwing for 10
who finished with 171
/
2 votes and acquired several Plan B free agent touchdowns and running for two
San Francisco's George Siefert veterans and signed rookies
Tony others in the final period. A fifth
with 16.
Mandarich, Chris Jacke and Jeff game was tied until Montana took
Also receiving votes were Bill Query to bolster their roster.
charge in the late going.

Infante named Coach of the Year
GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) — He
watched calmly from the sidelines
as his team struggled to become a
contender, enduring four one-point
wins, two agonizing instant replay
reviews and countless comebacks.
And when his Green Bay Packers had done all they could — finishing 10-6 for their best record
since 1972 — he watched on TV as
Minnesota beat Cincinnati 29-21 to
oust his team from the playoffs in
the final minutes of the regular
season.
But through it all, Lindy Infante
was the same — calm, methodical,
coofident and team-oriented. The
e yas true when he was named

Curry spices UK's hunt...
(Cont'd from page 2B)
more Colts (1967-72), Houston Oilers (1973)
and Los Angeles Rams (1974). He played in
three Super Bowls and twice made All-Pro.
He served as an assistant coach with Georgia
Tech, the Packers and then the Rams, and then
became head coach at Georgia Tech in 1980.
His seven-year record there was 31-43-4, including a 17-14 win over Michigan State in the 1985

All-American Bowl. Curry was 29-24-3 his last
five years at Tech.
Curry's first Alabama team in 1987 lost to
Michigan 28-24 in the Hall of Fame Bowl to
finish 7-5. His 1988 squad finished 9-3, defeating Army 29-28 in the Sun Bowl.
Five current candidates already have interviewed for the Kentucky job — former Pitts-

burgh coach Mike Gottfried, Eastern Kentucky
coach Roy Kidd, Tampa Bay Buccaneers assistant Richard Williamson, Northern Illinois coach
Jerry Pettibone and Houston Oilers assistant
Doug Shively.
They were interviewed on campus after Newton's first choice, Denver Broncos assistant
Mike Shanahan, turned down the position shortly after Claiborne retired in November.
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TUESDAYS GAMES
B•Y8
Adair Co 78. Green Co. 70
Anon Central 72, Whorshv001 56
Barbourville 64, Voiliamsburg 45
Bardsiown-Bethierom 60, Nelson Co 58
Bardstown 76, Leave Co. 77
Barren Co 77, Monroe Co 69
Boone Co 73. Bishop Broesan 44
Bourbon Co 68, Nichotas Co 67
Bowarvg Green 65. Logan Co 57
Bard Co 90. Lawrence Co 43
Breckirindge Co. 101, &WW1 Co 61
Callowoy Co 54. Carill81 Co 46
Cambial Co 52, Edinger Lloyd 46
Caw, Co 97, Garrard Co 63
Cinema 913, West Hardin 53
Christian Co 71. Fort Campbell 63
CM Co 77, Mddisbono 60
CoMin 81, Rod/castle 50
Cot Cathok $7, Ludlow 54
Danville 69, Woodlord Co 56
Out Carter 82, Ironton 79
Elizabethtown 90, Campbellsville 55
Evangel 78. Charlestown Chnsoan 44
Evans 93. Lynn Camp 77
Fontsvift 90, Marian Co. 15
Franklin Co 67. Viilliamstovrn 79
Greenup Co, 67, Russel 58
Hancock Co 62. Muhienberg Central 58
Harlan 65, Bel Co. 47
Harrodsburg 78. Anderson Co 66
Hart Co. 61, Taylor Co 56
Hickman Co 60, Lone Oak 40
Highlands 86, Beechwood 56
JellOstown 70. Iroquois 59
Jenkins 72, Whitesturg 48
Knox Central 76, Whitley Co. 67
Ky Country Day 63, Frankton 48
Lafayette 56. Cleat Co 51
Madison Central 81, Madison Southern 43
Manual 61, Butler 56
Maysville 104. Bracken Co. 66
Meads Co 73. Corydon Ind)(
57
Mercer Co 87, Burgin 59

Montgomery Co 65, Powell Co 52
Moray 83, Heath 52
has Abany 82. Siloam 48
Owensboro 53. Owensboro Catioic 51 0"
Pinevilte 64, Redbird 79
Portland Chnsaan 79. Collegate '5
Rowan Co. 54. Forays 44
%WWI CO 87, Clinton Co 75
Soon Co 65. Pendleton Co 45
Stieby Co 54, Las Henry Ciro 70
Tates Creak 90, Cordia 61
Todd Co Cenral 68, Butler C4 53
Urson Co 102, South Hopkins 54
Warren Central 84, Musicale Co 12
Webster Co 89. Tngg Co 66
West Hardin 66. Spencer Co 57
WSW Hopkins 77 LNIngston Central 66
Whneraviis Trusty 64 Edmonson Co 57
Whrtesturg 64, Edrnonson Co 57
Williamstown 79. Frankin Co 67
Girt.
Ashland 72, Rowan Co 63
Barren Co 51, Monroe Co 38
Bell Co 70. Harlan 54
Carroll Co 49, Henry Co 43
Cary Co 60, Mddiesboto 12
Cinton Co 62. Russell Co 56
Coaegaie 56. Beth Haven 35
Deming 62, Lewes Co 51
Fort Knox 57, Washington Co 53
Green Co 72. Taylor Co 52
Jellersontoein 53, Iroquois 41
Knox Central 72, 46liarriburg 66
Ky Country Day 43, Frankfort 37
Logan Co 66. Bowing Green 49
Manual 63 Butler 48
Metcalfe Co 45, Warren Central 38
Nelson Co 71, Bardstown -Bethlehem 41
North Bulls 50, Anderson County 44
Owensboro Cathoic 51, Owensboro 45
Pantsville 65. Lee Co 33
%evil. 51. Redbird 37
Spencer Co 47, Banistown 33
Ingo Co 91, Fordsville 48
Tnmble Co 88, Owen Co 59

College basketball
EAST
Drexel 66. Long Island U 76
Furman 74. Mane 63
Georgetown 83. 8080r1 Collor 53
Harvard ea Fairfield 77, OT
lona 82, Gonzega 71
Salon Had 67. VIllanove 64
St Frands, NY 76, Brooklyn Col 69
St Frands, Pa 97. Youngstown St 85
St John's 93. Connecticut &P
SOUTH
Coll. of Charleston 64, Brown 63
Florida St 78, South Alebarne 75
Georgia Tech 86, Marti 77
Marshal 86, Charleston. WV. 62
lisaissippi 75, Florida 60
New Orisons 61, Samford 49
SW Louisiana 100, In -Chattanooga 84
Tennessee Tech 102, Freed Hardernan 63
Valparaiso 91, Fla. International 69

MIDWEST

How the Associated Press' Top 25 learns tared
Tuesday
I Syracuse (9-0) did not play
2 Kansas (13-0) did not play
3 Georgetown (10-0) beat Boston Conine 83-53
4 ulnas (10-0) did not pier
5 Michigan (10-1) did not play
6 Cklahoma (6-0) did not okay
7. lAssourt (12-1) beat Austin Petry 84-48
8. Louisville (9-1) cad not play
9. Indiana (10-0) Id not play
10. UM.V (7-2) did not play
11. L SU (7-1) beat Texas 124-113.
12 George Tech (9-0) best Markt 96-77

Bradley 90. Loyola, 11 59
Drake 76, Prone View 74
E Michigan 109, Colorado 96
Kansas St 75, W Kentucky 51
Missouri 114 Austin Posy 48
Xavier. Onto 115, Loyola Marymcunt 113
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas St 80, Morgan St 64
LSU 124, Texas 113
SW Telas St 81, Hardln-Simmons 78 OT
FAR WEST
Arizona' 71, Calk:ono 70, OT
Long Beach St 81, Peafic U 75
Monmouth. NJ 56, Pepperdine 54
Mount St Marys. lad 69, Santa Clara 62
New Mexico St 71. Fresno St 69
Portend 68, Mr Force 65
St Mary's, Cal 91. Penn 86
U S International 95. Como 86
UC Santa Barbara 82, San Jose St 61
Utah St 80 UC Irvine 70

13. Duke (8-2) did nut play
14 Arkansas 1-2) did rid Play
15. UCLA (8-1) did not play
16. 4. John's (12-2) beat Colnnecticut 93-62
17. La Salle (7-0) Id not play
18. North Carolina State (9-2) did not play
19 Arizona (6-2) bead California 71-70 OT
20. lows (8-1) Id not play
21 Memphis State (7.3) did not play
22. Alabama (9-2) did not play
23 Oregon Stale 19-21 Id not PillY
24 Mnnesola (8-1) did rid play
25 Loyola Marymount (7-3) lost to Xavier, Onio
115-113

Located next to Theresa's Country Kitchen I

Pressure, passing and personnel...
(Cont'd from page 2B)
points, including a rim-rattling
Cheaney-to-Joseph alley-oop pass
followed by a rebound and coastto-coast layup by Sowerby that
increased the edge to 58-35.
Murray outscored Heath 25-17 in
the final quarter.
Miller is happy with the Tigers'
9-1 start against competition, but is
just as pleased with the Tigers'

performance within the framework
of the team.
"Our kids played very unselfishly, and that's been the key all
year," Miller said, adding that
"they practice just like they play —
as hard as they can.
"They're an awfully close
group," he said. "And they work
awful, awful hard."
Murray hosts Fulton County Fri-

day night in a girls-boys
doubleheader.
•
HEATH
11 27 37 52
MURRAY
27 38 58 $3
Heath (52) — Holes 15, Fellows 14, Massey
12, Blackwell 7, Te.Jackson 2, TrJackson 2,
Barger, McGregor, LaFont, Bobo, Hams FG
14-5E FT 2047, 32 rebounds.
Murray (83) — Chesney 22, Scrwerby 21,
Rayburn 9, Crum 8, Joseph 7, Danner 6, Gordon 8, Johnson 4, Walls, Whitaker, Bailey. FG
32-61, FT 14-18, 36 rebounds.
Records — Heath 1-4, Calloway 8-1
•

•

BC's O'Brien believes in Hoyas
By The Associated Press
John Thompson insists he isn't a
believer. Not yet.
Jim O'Brien is a believer. And
how.
Thompson's No. 11 Georgetown
Hoyas smashed O'Brien's Boston
College Eagles 83-53 Tuesday
night to run their record to 10-0 for
the season. After the Hoyas started
with a 17-2 spurt, the rest of the
game was a mere formality.
"That's the best team that I've
ever coached against," O'Brien
said after Georgetown held the
Eagles (6-5 overall, 0-2 in the Big
East) to 16 points in the first half
of the stomping.
"In my mind, there's not a better team than that team," he said.
"They have two experienced

Clutch...
(Coned from page 2B)
third-quarter points while scoring
only six themselves, trailing 32-31
when the fourth quarter opened.
Turner, Wall said, loosened
things up in the fourth with a key
basket, a rebound at a crucial time
and his perfect free throw shooting.
Turner led Calloway with 16
points while Cliff Curd added 14
and Benji Kelly tossed in 11.
The win was Calloway's third in
their last four games, pushing them
to 7-7 overall. "Hopefully, we're
rolling in the right direction," Wall
said.
The Lakers will be rolling into
Mayfield Friday night, taking on
the Cardinals in the second half of
a girls-boys 4th District
doubleheader
•••
CALLOWAY
10 25 31 54
CARLISLE
11 27 32 44
Calloway (54) — Turner 18, Curd 14, Kelt/
II. Carpenter 7, Han 4, Ruocio 2.
R.Dennls,
87d
rilsie (48) — 074eM 19, Tyler 12, Chore
11, 111/111114116 2. Person 2. Bowman, Lambert.

guards, they have two dominating for the injured Lee Coward, hit
his
big guys. and they are just first five shots, including three
extremely hard to play against." 3-pointers, and went on to lead the
In other games involving ranked Tigers with 18 points.
teams Tuesday night, No. 7 MisThe Tigers (12-1) opened the
souri pounded Austin Peay 84-48, game with a 24-8 run and made it
No. 11 Louisiana State ran past 42-20 at the half in roaring to their
Texas 124-113, No. 12 Georgia 23rd straight home victory.
Tech dumped Marist 86-77, No. 16
"I thought he (Ford) came out
St. John's routed Connecticut loose and ready to shoot the ball,"
93-62, No. 19 Arizona nipped Cali- Missouri coach Norm Stewart said.
fornia 71-70 in overtime, and "In the second half, we got careXavier, Ohio, pulled off a minor less and lost our concentration."
upset with a 115-113 victory over
The Governors (5-7) didn't reach
No. 25 Loyola Maryrnount.
30 points until the 12:14 mark of
• • •
the second hal(. Greg Franklin led
Missouri's Travis Ford, starting Austin Peay with 17 points.

Wednesday, Jan. 3

Try new Sausage Lover's pizza.
One medium for$8.99 or two for $12.99.
Sink your teeth into three savory sausages
I11111._
sizzling between double layers of our famous
PIZza
three-cheese blend. Now try this great new pizza
-Hut '
at special introductory prices.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo, Inc.

Half-time Shoot-Ou
* Make four shots from selected
spots on the floor and win!
It's that easy!

C 1989 Pizza Hut Int 'and * respecting, dc.igrixte trademarks and registered tradernar
of PIZZA Hut Inc lifter sagrd at psrtaspating Pu ralion' restaurants Ion a lomrted lie..

111111.••••••111111111•••111111
•
One Medium
Two Medium
III Sausage Lover's Pizza
I Sausage Lover's Pizza

11110]

Be a part of the action!
Contest rules are available at the MSU Athletic
Office in Roy Stewart Stadium or at the program
booth in Racer Arena

**Racer Basketball**
MSU VS. ST. LOUIS

Makin'it great!'

III

1111

$8.99

Available on Pan, Thin 'N Crispy, or
Hand-Tossed Traditional
Valid on Dine-In or Carryout.

'EMI $12.99
I

Available on Pan, Thin 'N Crispy, or
Hand-Tossed Traditional
Valid on Dine-In or Carryout.

Plssee mention coupon when oar:tenni One coupon per party per nut I Please mention coupon
when order-log One coupon per party per visiti
at participating Pins Hut restaurants Not valid in cornturotion with I at partici peons
Pisan Hut resteurante Not'slid in combination with
tiny ether Pius Hut offer Thin 'N Crispy is• registered trademark of
any other Pizza Hut offer Thin 'N Crispy i••registered trademark of
.
Pizza Hut. Inc
Pizza Hut, Inc
Offer Expires 1-1 7,90
ANIL
I Offer Expires 1 17-90
Copyright 1969 Pizza Hut, Inc
Copyright 1989 Pizza Hut, IncVW Cash Redemption Value 4
MO. Cash Redemption Value

III
III
41
4/ut,
I
11111•111111111.1111111111111111M•111111111••
12th £Chestnut, Murray
759-4646

tit-

12th & Chestnut, Murray
1 759-4646
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THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

Soft'n Gentle 4 Pk

Piggly Wiggly 24 oz.

Toilet
Paper

Sandwich
Bread

39'

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARC

NOW OPEN
24 HOURS
MON.-FRI.
7-12 SAT.
& SUN.

VIDEO
Rent 2 Movies,
Get One

FREE
VCR's
Only

4.00

Prices Good 1

Now Open 24 Hours
Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat. & Sun.

641 South-Murray
753-9616

We Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps

Bakery

753-0265

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE PROUD TO S

From now on, your groceries will be handled by a stoci
Wiggly Food Stores. Each quaiified employee now ov
company through participating in our E.S.O.P (Employ
ship Plan). As owners, we'll give you the personal
desire. Our attitude is positive about the future of

Per day

ceries

Value Priced

6 oz

Shortening

Pinesol

per

59c

5aU

1.59

Maxwell House 8 oz.

16 oz.

Instant Coffee

Veg-All

3.39
3.89
Instant Coffee
3.39
Can Coffee
99°
Scallop/Au Gratin/Julienne
3/1.00
Chili Hot Beans
Sanka 8 oz.

Dial 4.5 oz. 4 ear Pk.

2/1.00
1.99
2.49
1.89
1.69

20 oz. Reg./Fudge/Double Stuffed Nabisco

Oreo Cookies

Rinso

Keebler Chip Deluxe, Pecan Sandles or

Betty Crocker 5 oz. Potatoes

Garfield 5.4 oz.

Rainbow Chips
Fruit Snacks
Sunshine 11 oz.

Vanilla Wafers

Pizza Parlor

1.99
3.99
1.89
1.99

Bath Soap.
132 oz. Pre-Priced $4.89

Sanka 13 oz.

Bush 16 oz.

Mardi Grl

Mazola 3 lb.

Chicken of the Sea 6.5 oz.

,

Dove 411 oz.

Dish Liquid
Snuggles

45' Off 64 oz. '

Sunshine 20 lb.

Bite Size............
Ronco 7.25 oz.

Mac. & Chees
Bryan 5 oz.

Vienna Saus
Quaker 9 oz. Instant

Oat Bran
Ronco 7 oz. Spaghe

Elbow Macar

Value Priced Grocer es

Seafood

In-Store Made

40 to 50 Count Headless

Zesta 1 Lb.

lien Blue I

Deli Pizza

Shrimp

Crackers

reen

DOG

11

Pepperoni. Beef, Sausage, Cheese
12" Single Topping
•
Fresh Whole

5.99

Catfish

b
Del Monte 46 oz.

Tomato Juice

lb. 1.99

Low In Fat-Low In Price!

Flounder Fillets

lb.

High In Protein

Red Snapper Fillets. lb.

Hunt's 8 oz.

5.99
5.99

Tomato Sauce

Musselrnan 25 oz.

89°
3/89'

Applesauc,
Sunshine 16 cm.

Honey Graham

Hunt's 15 oz.

Sunshine

Manwich ..................................

Cinnamon Graham.

Fresh Pror!uce
Prairie Farms 64 oz.

Washington State
Ex-Fancy, Red Delicious

Large, Firm Head

Apples

Lettuce

396

596

D'Anjou USA

Pears
U.S. #1
sweet Potatoes

lb.
lb.

Seedless Navels

Oranges

lb.

Medium Yellow 3 Lb. Bag

Onions

lb.

59'
59'
49'
79'

prairie Orange Juice
Ta/1713
Pi99IY W199IY 6 Pk-

Biscuits
Shedd's 3 lb.

Fresh, Long Stem Bunch

Country Crock

Green Onions

Prairie Farm 24 oz.

Fresh, Crisp 6 oz. pkg.

Cottage Cheese

Red Radishes

Ught & Lively 8 oz.

Fresh, Crisp 1 lb. Bag

Carrots
Garden Fresh, Large Bunch

Broccoli

.t

3/99'
996

Yogurt
Kraft 16 oz.

American Singles
7

Suddenly Salad
5.5 oz. Box

With Coupon
Buy One Get One

FRE

Good Thru Jan. 9 at Piggly Wiggly Murray

59
1,

Kool-Aid 6 Pk.

Koolers

2.99

With Coupon

Good Thru Jan. 9 at Piggly Wiggly Murray

1.19
1.59
1.49
3/1.00
2.69

TIM MURRAY LEDGIZI1 lb TIMIS

THRIFTY SAVER

AVER

;gly Wiggly 24 oz.

THRIFTY SAVER

WEIMPIESDAY, JANUAJtY 3, MO
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THRIFTY SAVER

Peter Pan 18 oz

indwiçh
Brea

(Pm
Orasulded

Heinz 32 oz. Bottle

Peanut
Butter

Catsup

White Gold 4.4 lb.

Sugar

r

e
at 99° 49° ag
WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

ly

ly

r groceries will be handled by a stockholder of Piggly
es Each quaiifieci employee now owns a part of the
participating in our E.S.O.P (Employee Stock Ownermers, we'll give you the personal service that you
ide is positive about the future of our company.

Round
Steak

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

•i9.

QUALITY
STAMPS

Check Out
Our Newest
Video
Selections!

Prices Good Thru Jan. 9

)YEES ARE PROUD TO SERVE YOU

U.S,D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Made

i

i7
1 171-513N

We are a
Western Union Agent
and we sell consumer
personal money orders

THE FASTEST WAY TO SEND MONE Y.

Fresh Meats
Mardi Gras 1 Roll

*,:k.„7.-- •

per Towels

hU.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless Rump

1
. Beef Roast

•

Hickory Smoked Sliced Slab

Fischer Festival Fully Cooked

Sliced Bacon

Whole Ham

99°

1.69

59°

Inshine 20 lb.

lb.

2.29
Dinner 3/896
e
3/1.00
2.29
i 2/1.00

ite Size

tnco 7.25 oz.

& Chees

lac.
yan 5 oz.

ienna Saus

taker 9 oz. Instant

Bran

lat
)nco 7 oz. Spaghe

!bow Macar

lb.

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Sirloin Steak

lb.

2.79
2.99

Ham & Cheese, Pizza, Taco.e&

Breakfast Bacon

lb. 1.19

Sliced Bologna

Whole Boston Butt

lb. 1.69

Pork Steak
Piggly Wiggly

1.39

Roast

lien Blue Lake 15 oz. Cut

reen Beans
\

/1.00

inav

Wieners

Ground Turkey

\ 99c

'79°
Honey Graham
1.69
Cinnamon Graham...............1.69

Field 6 oz pkg. Sliced

Cooked Ham

Sunshine

Field 1 lb.

Chili Roll_

Piggly Wiggly All Varieties 2-1/2

I.
1.59

ice
Old El Paso

A-Mix C ndy

.59

oz.

2/89c

All Varieties 10/12 oz. pkg.

2.89

Tyson Chicken Quick

39° go

Don Martino-All Varieties 3 pk. Box3

Pizza

Turkey Breast

Hunt's 15 oz.

Lemonade...............................

Meat Entrees

Je 3.99

8 Pieces Deli-Fried

4.5 Ce

99'
69°
1.29

Free Dessert
Potato Salad

Great With Anything
Great For Snacking

Vegetable Dip......................
Pancho Nacho Chips

..... .......79
...... .......

Piggly Wiggly 16 oz.

fa°

664
CiU

FREE

I. Duality Stamps

Whip Topping..... ........

II With Coupon &

.........

Sweet Rolls

..... 2.59

II Purchase of
s
:II 3 lb.Bag
112
1111Arimputi_t%„.1'.•
Onions

Wheat Bread

99°
3.19
12 oz. 99°

Great With Pasta 14 oz. Loaf

Garlic
Bread
Dell-lcious
Cream Pies

Raisin Bread...............-16 oz. Loaf

1.19
29
1.89

r•cfe,64" rin
ecibPi
FREE

- WithQuality'CouponStamps
&

i

Quality Stamps

FREE
•

With Coupon &
Purchase of 1
•10 Lb. Bag

Any Purchase of
I 2 Boxes

iNN NM MINU

ea.

Iced or Plain

100
FREE

I Cake Mix

6/1.29

Baked Fresh Daily 16 oz. White or

lb.

Patties & Nuggets....................2.19

Crinkle Cut Fries..

Breakfast Treat Cinnamon

with purchase of plate lunch

Snacktime Favorite

Piggly Wiggly 5 lb.

2.99

b

Steam Table Special

Banquet 10 oz. Chicken

Orange Juice ......

Donuts

3.99

Chicken)..

atp.00

Mix or Match Doz.

Nan

Oz.

Zap Microwave

•

On-Cor Salisbury Steak, Sliced Turkey,
Beef Patties or Mastodon

Bakery

Ice Cream

Sandwiches

(Whole) lb

lb.

Bryan's Dell Classic Sliced or Shaved

Burritos
oz
Banquet Dinners

lb.)

Leg Quarters

Prairie Farms 4 Qt. Pail

3.39
59C

lb.

Jowl

Deli

Plggly Wiggly 12 oz.
Brach s

Smoked (Sliced 99'

Wafer Meat

Frozen

a.

Fischer Reg., Thick, German, Garlic

996

•

Sunshine 16 oz.

.19
.59
.49
.00
.69

Lunchables

1.49
99'
1.79
69°

Fine To Fry - Fryer

Mr. Turkey 1 Lb.

--=111•01113SANks.-

lb

Fresh Meats

Fischer Reg. 12 oz. Pkg.

Musselman 25 oz.

Applesauc!

Pork Sausage

Fresh Meats

Grocer es

1

Oscar Mayer-All Varieties 4.5 oz.

Lean & Tender

lb. 1.59

Maple Leaf Foldovers

lb. 1.99
lb. 1.79

Pork Chops

Small & Lean

Spare Ribs

Piggiy Wiggly

Quarter Pork Loin-Cut Into Chops

Boneless Sirloin Tip or

Cube Steak

lb

,r`•

Hi

ILPotakies

NEIINN MIL _

Quality Stamps

With Coupon &
I Purchase
I
of ,

2 Pkgs.
of McCormick r
el

Lravy Mixes
min mom

_
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Looking Back

Percent of Displaced Workers
By Type of Occupation

Operators, Fabricators,
and Laborers (28.4)

Farming, Forestry,
and Fishing(1.1)
Managerial nd Professional
Specialty (17.4)

• Data refers to persons with a tenure of 3 years or more who lost or left a job

Tea years age
Sales of Type 23 fire cured
tobacco will open Jan. 14, at GrowPrecision Production,
ers and Farris Loose Leaf Floors in
Craft and Repair
Murray, according to Holmes Ellis,
(18.1)
general manager of Western Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers
Association.
Service Occupations (6.7)
Light snow has hit the area
today.
Kathy Halford and Joe Wayne
Thweatt were married recently at
Technical, Sales, and
Memorial Baptist Church.
Admin. Support
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver C. McLemore Sr. and Mr. and Mrs. Henry
(28.3)
Edwards will both observe 50th
wedding anniversaries on Jan. 6.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Usrey and
between January 1983 and January 1988
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Arnold were the
holiday guests of their son and
brother, Billy Usrey and Mrs.
Usrey of Knoxville, Tenn.
Twenty years ago
bureau also is collectng data on
The Murray City Council gave
displaced workers. (Dispaced
first reading to an ordinance which
workers are those who have lost a inceased rates for natural gas in the
job because of plant closings, eli- city. This is the first rate increase
mination of shifts, or job cutbacks for the Murray Natural Gas System
in the past five years.)
which it was formed 12 years ago.
The local data will contribute to
Mrs. Harold Robertson has been
named Calloway County Campaign
January's national employment and
unemployment picture to be Director for the annual March of
Dimes Drive against birth defects.
released Feb. 2 by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics. The Census
Airman First Class Dan Jones,
son of Mr. and Mrs. G.B. Jones, is
Bureau collects monthly labor
now stationed at Lackland Air
force data for BLS from a national
sample of 71,000 households.
Force Base, Texas. He has been
stationed in Anchorage, Alaska, for
Information supplied by individuals
is kept confidential by law. Only
two years.
Births reported include a girl to
statistical toatals are published.
The chart shows the kind of
Mr. and Mrs. James C. West, Dec.
information that will be collected.
21; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie
It depicts the percentage of disShoffner, Dec. 28; a boy to Mr.
placed workers by type of
and Mrs. Eddie Ford, a boy to Mr.
occupation.*
and Mrs. Billy Lee Barnett and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles B.
McCuiston, Dec. 29.
Dr. Don Hughes had a showing
of Ray Harm prints on Dec. 20 and
21.
Thirty years ago
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis
talked about the city administration
American Heart
Association
WERE FIGHTING FOP
, NOW I 4ATE DON'T YOU EVER
,CUP LIFE
WAITING FOR THE GET TIRED OF
COMPLAINING?
5CI400L BUS!
By GARY LARSON

Census Bureau to collect data locally
Employees of the U.S. Census
Bureau will visit a sample of area
residents Jan. 14-20, to collect
labor force data for the Current
Population survey, according to

William F. Hill, director of the
bureau's Charlotte regional office.
In addition to the standard CPS
questions on employment and
unemployment, this month the

De it,

By Abigail
Van Buren

Parents at a Loss to Explain
Their Daughter's Cold War
DEAR ABBY: My wife, who is no
kid, telephoned our daughter (divorced) to find out how she and her
children were. Our daughter's response:"In the future, you may call
the children any time you want, but
do not call me! Goodbye!" Then bang
went the receiver!
I am no kid either, and this has
been a terrible blow to both of us.
This occurred in the holiest season of
the year, and we are at a loss to
understand the reason for it. Every
effort to correct this estrangement
has been made — without success.
She refuses even to discuss it.
Over the years, we have seen
family squabbles, but it has never
happened in our family. It's like an
explosion, an earthquake, a bridge
collapsing — a major catastrophe.
Is this some sort of psychotic
behavior? If so, how does one resolve
it?
Please, Abby,don't recommend a
counselor, minister, rabbi or priest.
MISERABLE IN MENLO PARK

let possible. If any reader has
additional information, write
me. We'll flush out the truth.

Is your social life in a slump?Get Abby's
booklet,"How to Be Popular"— for people
of all ages. To order,send your name and
address, plus check or money order for
12.89 ($3.39 in Canada) to: Dear Abby,
Popularity Booklet, P.O. Bo: 447, Mount
Morris, Ill. 61054.

020

020

OUTSTANDING CANTERBURY HOME
4 BR,just now on the market. Great quality, size &
location. Call the Home Team for more information.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

DEAR ABBY: For your information, the inventor of the flush toilet
was not Thomas Crapper,but rather
a nameless Minoan ( a native of ancient Crete) who lived some 4,000
years ago. In modern times, the
device was"reinvented"and patented
in 1775 by a British inventor named
Alexander Cumming.
"Biographies" of Mr. Crapper as
well as a German named "Titzleiter," the alleged inventor of the
brassiere,are classic hoaxes that are
remarkably convincing. However,
the names of the inventors are obviously fakes.
GUY H. DORITY, HILO, HAWAII
DEAR GUY:According to The
Dictionary of Misinformation by
Tom Burnam, there was indeed
a Thomas Crapper(1837-1910),a
sanitary engineer who invented
the valve-and-siphon arrangement that made the modern toi-

With Classified

753-1916

OH,HOW I HATE
UJAITIN6 FOR TI-IE
SCI-100L BUS!

"1 )

IQUIralt
114E FIR:ST PACKAGE
OF COOKIE OF TIAE.
NEW `4EAR.-

*PP

.
;;.•
,

4,10
ir—doot,
f -40

0 ,*10 Untied Footkoo 5ync:F.41e ,r,c

111;T1:llITA7
C
THE FOLLOWING STORY
YOU ARE ABOUT TO SEE
IS ABSOLUTELY TRUE

WELCOME TO"TROTH
15 STRANGER THAN
FICTION THEATER"
Carmen Miranda's family reunion.

*5*

Make
sss
sss
sssssssssss
ssssssssssssssssi
$us
ssss
$ss
ssss
ssss
$ss
ssss
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sssssssssssss
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753-1222

WELL,UJI-IY DON'T
YOU 60 SOMEPLACE
ELSE AND COMPLAIN?

***

DEAR FRIEND:According to
a spokesman for the Los Angeles
Diocese,the priest was incorrect.
Tell your friend that she may
return to the church and she may
attend all the sacraments. She
should also be told that the
Catholic Church has established
an office to help women who are
dealing with this problem. It is
called "Project Rachel." Your
friend should contact her local
diocese for the address and
phone number of this group.
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DEAR MISERABLE:I know of
no way to resolve any type of irrational behavior other than professional help(translation:counseling, or help from a minister,
rabbi or priest).
Obviously, if your daughter
refuses to discuss the problem,
there is nothing you can do about
it, but since you are sufficiently
upset about the estrangement to
have sought my help, please
accept the following: You cannot change anyone but yourself,
so perhaps you should consider
counseling to learn how to accept this unexplainable rejection
from your daughter.

DEAR ABBY: A friend of mine
fell in love while she was in college.
The man was married. She got pregnant, and he arranged for her to
have an abortion.
My friend is now happily married
and has a beautiful child. She would
like to return to the church she was
raised in,but she was told by a priest
that the Catholic Church will never
forgive an abortion. Please let me
know if this is true.
HER FRIEND IN ST. LOUIS

Mrs. C.C. Weatherford.
Forty years ago
"Stub Wilson caught a 21n
pound bass and Grayson McClure a
31/4 pound fish while fishing in
Cypress Creek area of Kentucky
Lake. Dane McClufe accompanied
Wilson and McClire," from column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray," by James C. Williams.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Brooklyn College 72 to
50 in a basketball game. High team
scorers were Madison Stanford for
Murray and Joe Post of Brooklyn.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd West and
children, Julie Ann and Edward, of
Memphis, Tenn., were the holiday
guests of their parents, Mrs. Minnie
Jones and Mr. and Mrs. Owen
West.
Murray Bowling Center using
duck pins opened Dec. 29 on North
Seventh Street
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THE FAR SIDE

at a meeting of Murray Rotary
Club held at Murray Woman's
Club House.
Mr. and MTS. Murray Ross were
married for 50 years on Dec. 19.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Junior Olive and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas R. Castaway.
The McElrath family held a
reunion, the first in five years, at
the home of Dr. and Mrs. Hugh
McElrath, 1315 West Main Si,
Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. David Gage of
Houston, Texas, are the guests of
her father, Lloyd Tucker, and her
sister, Mrs. Tommy Rushing and
Mr. Rushing.
Mrs. Leon Adams and Mrs.
Ronald Adams presented a lesson
on "Preparing and Freezing Meals"
at a meeting of New Concord
Homemakers Club held at home of

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Strain
for breath
5 Chore
9 Cry
12 Toward
shelter
13 — of Man
14 Chinese
pagoda
15 Colorful
bird
17 Old pronoun
18 Kind of curve
19 Abrasive
instrument
21 Real estate
maps
23 Pittsburgh
footballers
27 Early morn
28 From this
time
29 Openwork
fabric
31 Health resort
34 Running

35 Attempt
37 Joan of —
39 Negative
prefix
40 Greek letter
42 Deposit
44 Chief artery
46 Mother
48 "— Velvet"
50 Commonplace
53 Fee
54 Staff
55 Tantalum
symbol
57 Sleeping
sickness fly
61 Paid notices
62 S-shaped
molding
64 Chair
65 Still
66 Seines
67 Bind

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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WHERE'S
MISS SUXLEY'S
2E51.<1-

2 Cotton St
3 Indian weight
4 Ideal
5 Name
6 Equally
7 Crafty
8 Retain

9 Emits vapor
10 Kiln
11 Choir voice
16 Houston
DOWN
footballers
1 Opening
20 Sea eagle
22 "— Law
23 Footwear
2
3
4
1
5
6
7
8
9
10 11
24 Temporary
shelter
12
13
14
25 Printer's
measure
26 ''— of Love'
15
16
17
18
30 Spoors
32 Fiber plant
19
20
21 WI
33 Sea in Asia
36 Strong desire
24 25
27
38 Most
ill
composed
28
29
31 illill 41 Among
kill
43 Make lace
id
34
35
37
39
45 Hosp.
dant
N
47 attend
WI
111
41
44
40
42
45
49 Carries
I
50 Server
46 47
48
51 Was borne
ill
52
56 Short tack&
50 51
53
Mature
VA
58 Beverage
54
57
59 Weaken
5111
60 Summer: Fr
61
64
63 Latin
conjunction
III
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67
6566
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EXCEPT OF COURSE., FOR THE STUFF
WE MADE UP TO MAKE IT
MORE INTERESTING orI LOVE
TELEVISION

YOUR AUNT BARBARA IS
PINE AND SAYS THE KIDS
ARE GROWING FAST
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Notice

COUNTRY Jeans - Inventory Reduction Sale 25% to
50% Off! Thursday & Friday
12-4p m
Saturday
10-4p m Sales Final. Lee,
Levis & Jordache not on
sale 94E 759-1062.
GRANDMA Miler's Bake
Shop, at 407 North 12th St.,
will be open including Decamber 23 Closed December 24-January 15.
759-9536, Murray, Kentucky Merry Chnstmas to
all!

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No age limit
to apply.
Our most popular
plan pays up to
100% of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%). We even
pay on office calls
and other out of hospital expenses. For
free information

Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local
dalm service"
050
Lost
And Found
FOUND: Male Beagle at
Domino's Pizza. Call
474-2300.

MURRAY Country Club is
now accepting bids on 2
tractors (1 Ford and 1 IH)
and 1 1975 Ford pickup.
Items can be seen at Murray Country Club on College Farm Road 753-9430.
Bidding ends Jan. 15.
PASSPORT Photos - Instant passport photos available at Allison Photography, 753-8809.

Found:
Young Dog
Irish
Setter. Found on
641 S. near Gould
Oil. Can he claimed
at Humane Society.
Looks

like

759-4141
060

Help
Weeded
ATTENTION! Earn
$400-$600 monthly working 15 hours per week
Ideal for ladies Send name
and phone number for interview to: PO Box 262,
Murray, Ky 42071
E3ABYSITTER 8-5 p m. in
my home for 4 and 8 year
old. Light housekeeping.
Mist have transportation.
753-6563

with

certainTeed
Solid Vinyl
Replacement
Windows.
• no.pane es,,,ateo ;pass
• oanleg •rvie 0,^slaw :ae
•easy ceareg Tat e sae,
•erlade
ANcri Nevs
conoensa•-or

189
as low as ,
Installed
call for
free
estimate
CertainTeed El
Ragsdale
Construction
Murray, Ky.

436-2875

CONSULTANT - Mature
person to help children and
adults with a senous problem, Enuresis_ Appointments set by us. Hard work
and travel required_ Make
$40.000 to $50,003 commission.
Call
1-800-826-4875 or
1-800-826-4826.
EARN $600 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home.
No experience Send selfaddressed stamped envelope to. P.O. Box 27145,
Detnot MI 48227.
HELP in body shop. Experienced or will train, if necessary. 753-7072 days, or
759-1252 after 5 p.m.
INTERESTED in an exciting career opportunity'? We
are seeking OCCUPATIONAL HELP and REHABILITATION NURSES for
positions available immediately Attractive salary &
benefits. Send resume to
PO Box 1104 Martin, Tenn
38237. Attn. Paula Miller

STAFF PHYSICAL THERAPIST OR
PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT
Murray/Calloway County Hospital, 216 bed
modern progressive health care facility has an
opening for a staff physical therapist or physical therapy assistant. Qualified applicants
must be a graduate of an accredited school of
physical therapy or physical therapy assistant
program, sanctioned by the American Physical Therapy Association. Applicants must
have also met the standards necessary for
licensure by the Ky. State Board of Physical
Therapy Examiners or have approved reciprocation. For more information about our expanded physical therapy facility and compensation benefits contact:
Jerry Thomas
Director of Personnel MCCH
803 Poplar St., Murray, Ky. 42071
762-1105
E 0.E

NURSING HOME COSTS
WHO PAYS?
"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost.

'Medicare pays less than 2%
'Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
An estimated onb in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.
'In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.
'Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.
If you are concerpod, give us a call for a
free copy of "If% Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance."

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building

753-4199
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Lease Fe. Less at
DWAIN TAYLOP
CHEVROLET
1990 Carrce Casc 1 Dr
$.5' 3.1-c'
Call Gorr- at
Plus Tax Tr1:e & L cense
36
Closed End Lease

Mray Ledger & Times

Gni)
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EARN MONEY watching
TV!125,0001yr. income pcit•ntial. Details (1)
805-687-6000 Ext
K-10706.
EASY Work! Exceeent Pay!
Assemble products at
horns. Cal be information.
504-641-8003 Ext 8047
EXPERIENCED detail
derrn-up person wanted
Top pay. Manager position
possible. Call Bit Barlow
Charlotte,
N C
704-377-3953.

WILL babysit in my home
Cab 759-1683
I WILL stay with sick or
&dotty Full or part-erne
Call 753-4590 for more
ineomiabon

Full and part-time
positions available on
all shifts. Starting salary $3.50 per hour
plus 20' per hr. shift
differential for the 3 to
II and!! to 7 shifts.
Experience preferred
hut not necessary.
Apply in person at:

PREPARE
FOR THE '90s
• AIRLINES
• CRUISE LINES
• TRAVEL AGENCIES
• SECRETARY
• RECEPTIONIST
• WORD PROCESSOR

technologist. Applicants must be a
graduate of an approved school of radiologic technology
and must be registery eligible or registered
with
the
American Registry
of Radiology Technologist. They must
also possess current Ky. Certification. For more information about compensation
and
benefits contact:
Jerry Thomas,
Director of
Personnel MCCH,
803 Poplar St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
762-1105
E OE
PARK Worker Job Announcement Number
89-160(A) Kenlake State
Resort Park Grade 3, Salary $4.321 Per Hour. Minimum Requirements: Ability
to read and write Apply by
submitting a State application (which can be obtained
at the local Department for
Employment Services or
any other State Government office) to Kentucky
Departrnent of Personnel
Room 377 Capitol Annex
Frankfort, KY 40601 Anon
ben: Job Announcement
NO. 89-160(A) Job Announcement Number
should also be placed in the
upper nght-hand corner of
the application in the 'Special Annoucement No "
blank Deadline for applying You must qualify, test,'
and be placed on the register by January 4, 1989.
'Test not required. Filling
this position a subject to
any State Govemnieej hiring restrictions. An equal
opportunity employer WF/

090
numbs
Wants/
CLEANING TEAM
Homes, apartments, offices,one time or on regular
basis Call 489-2723 or
489-2450
100
&mimes
Opportunity
$MONEY$ If it sounds too
good to be true, it probably
is! If you can qualify and can
work eight hours a week,
you could become our part
ner in your area We handle
nationally advertised food
products with up to 100%
mark up You will need
operating capital of approximately $15,000. For information by mail call
1-800-527-0033. Operator
82.

OAK and Hickory firewood
for sale. 753-9745.
OAK Firewood. 753-5476

220

FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
IF QUALIFIED
JOS PLACEMENT
ASSISTANCE

1 (800) 327-7728
Ammlnew Comm Thiele§ CANA
11411 Mem. Pompom P.Ft.

BU ,'ING aluminum cans,
batteiv, scrap metal, copper an-I junk cars. KGA
Recycling 492-8183 days,
498-8785 nights.

WOOD stove, Jacket with
blower, $80 436-2647
160
Home
Furnishings
NEW and used furniture for
sale Call 753-2922 and
ask for Neal.
OAK 5 legged square dining table and 4 chairs Call
247-6559
190
Few

2 BEDROOM duplex in
Northwood $325/month
759-4406

LARGE 2 bedroom, 2 bath
apartment, central H/A,
washer/dryer hook-up, no
pets 753-3949.
NEW 2 bedroom duplex.
Appliances, central H/A,
deck, satellite No pets
$345 753-7457

240
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Sports
Equipment
GUNS for sale AK 47 223
caliber British Enfield 303
caliber Raven 25 automatic Jennings 22 automatic
SKS 7.62x39. 12 gauge
single barrel shotgun
753-8738.

SPACIOUS 2-sexy, 4 bedroom brick located on large
lot in Canterbury Estates
L.R., D. R., Den w/wood
burning fireplace. breakfast, Lg. foyer, 2'h baths, 2
car garage Owner anxious
to sell Phone 753-8050
between 9 and 4 or
753-0914 after 6 pm
.170

Illotorembe
•

1983 YAMAHA YZ80 $300
1983 YZ100 $350 Both
excellent condition Days
753-8533, after 5 p m
753-1705
ATV parts accessories
tires & service for all
brands! Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd Murray 759-9831

Have You Been
Turned Down
Elsewhere?
Credit Problems 4/ OK
No Credit t./ OK
Mom I OK
Bankruptcy I OK

We sell dependable.
affordable cars to
people who want to
re-establish their credit.
Low Weekly Payments

Call Sammy
for Details

490

NOW taking applications
PRIVATE Investigator with for Section 8.
Rent subsi22 years city and state in- dized apartments,
1 bedvestigation experience. room. Apply
Southside
'Acacient
'Civil Manor 9-11, 12 PI 2 M-F
•Personal or Corporate
753-8221. Equal Housing
'Missing Persons. Your Opportunity.
needs our specialty. Call
Confidential Investigations, ONE Bedroom furnished
apartment. Partial utilities
(502)753-2641.
paid No pets. 753-9741
270
Mobile

Homes For Sale
12x52 1975 2 BEDROOM,
appliances, W/D, C/A, 2 BEDROOM and 3-4 bedgood condition. $3700 room home, close to downMay rent lot 753-2513.
town. 753-4109

JIM'S Heating IS Air Condi
boning installing and servicing all brands with 14
years experience!
Commercial/ residential.
753-9518. 24 hour answering. After hours 658-3282

3 BEDROOM, 2 bath on
lake in Lakeway Shores
Coleman R. E. 753-9898
4 BEDROOM, 2 bath, dining room, den, 2 car garage, unfurnished. Available
January 1. $460/month.
753-5211.
NICE 2 bedroom brick
north of town. Central gas
heat. Coleman R.E.
753-9698.
RENT or lease ri^ buy. 4
bedroom "
dise No
Pets. CaliC":. 4450 a
month. %.;a11 753-2967
380
Pets
1 Supplies
PEG'S Dog Grooming. All
breeds. 753-2915.

REGISTERED Pekinese,
Poodles, Schnauzers,
Shelties. After 6 p
901-352-2416, McKenzie,
RANDY Thorrkton Co. Inc, Tenn.
Heating and air condition.130
ing for commercial or resiReif
dential. Factory authorized
estate
Trane and Carrier dealer
Factory- trained serviceKOPPERUD REALTY ofmen, six radio- dispatched
fers a complete range of
service trucks 24 hour Real Estate services with a
emergency service
wide selection of quality
753-8181. Locally owned homes, all prices.
and operated Serving Mur- 753-1222, toll free
ray and Calloway County
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext.
for over 52 years.
711L

Business
Rant&
BUSINESS Building avail
able February 1st 1104
Story Ave., (behind Jerry's
Restaurant). CM 753-5678
days, 753-2595 nights.

NEW Condominiums For
Sale. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
1,380 sq. ft. plus garage, all
appficances included plus
many other extras. For
more information phone
Realty
Kopperud
753-1222.

Lots

Creekview
Storage
Center Dr.
Off 641 N.
Private Bays
A size for
every need.

753-6734

CAREER OPPORTUNITY
We presently have a position open in our
company for a career orientated person.
The successful candidate will have a BS
degree in businessar related field, a good
working knowledge of computers, and a
minimum of three years work experience.
We offer an excellent compensation and
fringe benefit package along with the
opportunity for advancement in a growing
company. Send your resume to: Personnel Department, Paschall Truck Lines,
Inc., P.O. Box 402, Murray, KY 42071.

For Sale
21 ACRE hill 10 mile view of
tree tops (triangle bounded
by 3 roads) center of Marshall County Look down on
Benton's lights! Deer and
wild tuiluay. $62,500 Joe
W Nanney, 753-9622
BUILD SITES 8 FARM 3
mi N Benton 3 ad{ tracts
totaling 13.78 ac @ 25003000/ ac, 8, few smaller
more expensive tracts
45 ac farm 'A in fescue
clover, rolling, 800 feet E of
US 641. specimen trees
preserved, fenced, 30' unimproved access road
$66,450 Joe W. Nanney
753-9622/ 527-7864.

TRUCKS
19 Tqc‘aP.
1,987
18 Twori1ni
1,987
11 Chevy S•10
1,487
17 Astro VE
12,117
'871c/ora 44
1,917
17 Amu.
12,917
17 Toyett Val
10,987
16 Tqota 4X1
1,911
16 Nissan PU
'5,117
16Jeep Pity
1,187
16 iffiCa
7,47

APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30 years experience. Parts and service,
Used Appliances Bobby
Hopper, 753-4872 or
4365848 (home).
CARPENTRY, remodeling:
decks and porches, roofing, decoratng, general repaws, etc 489-2303
DOCK Repair 436-2502.

OF MURRAY
Phone
7533961

•

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY
CARS
'89 Toyota Cry DX 121487
'89 Criry LE
13,987
'81 Toy ta Ceti ST 110,987
11 Toyota Corolla LE '9,487
11 Ohm Cram
'1,987
'88 Toyota Cal 4,01
17 Toyota Celka GT 1,387
17 Toyota Wit GT '9,487
1/ Top Ca CT L '9,917
17 Cry LE
'9,487
17 Toyota Teal
'4,917
81 Carry at
487
'87 clictefy Euro Short ,981
17 N.6san Sentra
1187
17 Plmouth Reie 1$87
17 Nissan lima 10,987
'17 Cheri Celebrity 1987
17 Toyota Tefai DX 1,987
17 Ford Ilustaig CT '1,987
'87 Torti Catty DLL 1,987
'16 Topti Conde LE '1117
16 Toyota Corolla LE 2,987
'86 Bud Estate
V187
16 Cavalier RS
'5,917
'86 80 325
12,987
15 kin9t$
14,431
115 Ctery Calk Tre 10..'4,987
'85 Olt Cita
'6,987
'85 Cala:Sedri-Delnk _1,917
14,997
'15 Tolcsa Ccniti
14 kw Se, ntra W3gon '3,487
'83 AM Rabbi
'2,987
'83 Toyota Ulu CT 1,687
13 Olds Cutlass Supertie 3,987
12 Os Delta 18
1,917
12 011s Deb 88
,7,917
182 Toyce2 Teri
11 Mazda

APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers. Most parts
in stock, on my truck. NI
work and parts warranteed.
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455.

ELECTRICAL installation
and repair All gas installation and repair Also refrigeration Call 753-7203.

TOYOTA
S 121h
Murray. Ky

Used
NICE 2 bedroom duplex.
Cant
8x12 STORAGE Building: Central H/A, all appliances
Conventional roof, deliv- furnished. Coleman RE, PRICE Reduced! 1988
ered and set-up, $800. 753-9898.
Daytona.loaded No rebate
354-9144
instead - free vacation to
NICE 2 bedroom.,
as heat,
stove and lea3rator. Orlando, Florida
SHARP Copiers Local au- $200.
:sirs deposit 388-9974
thorized dealer, sales, re- No pe,•-' Jays 753-1953,
ntal, lease and service Call nights 753-0870.
1-800-248-4319
NICELY furnished 1 or 2
bedroom apartment, located near campus. Phone
753-6111 days or
753-0606 after 4:30 p.m.

Equimmod
175 MASSEY Ferguson
tractor 753-5463 or
753-0144

Services
Offered

Miscallanecus

Cancer

STOCK Reduction Sale on
Greeting'Cards, only $2.00
a box! Gerald Waldrop
1624 Olive St.

2 BEDROOM duplex, carport
Northwood
753-4487

PYLE driver sub boxes
made for any auto
64 -18in. range Good
pnces. Call 1-527-8980
Ask for Nike

200
ARROW storage buildings:
Mobile
10x9 ft building with door
Hams For Rent
56' wide x 59 height,
$229.99. 10x12 ft building 2 BEDROOM Trailer:
with door 56" wide x 61 Northwind Mobile Home
height, $299.99. 10x9 high Park. No pets. 753-9866.
gable building with door 56'
wide x 60' height, $289.99 2 BEnPr'''• leder FurnCoast to Coast Hardware, ishes(
5P rn
753-8604
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
HAVE you always wanted or unfurnished. Some new
to make your own porcelain furniture, natural gasdoll - for yourself, someone electric, air conditioned.
you love, daughter or Shady Oaks. 753-5209.
granddaughter, etc. Handpanted porcelain doll kits
available with body and
290
Heating
dress pattern. Call
502-436 5833, after 1 p.m.
And Cooling

SLEEPER sofa, excellent
condition $200, tan camel
back sofa $100, antique
converted player piano
$200. 759-9420.

2 BEDROOM, private entrance, deck, new cerPet
refrigerator and stow,. 1
mile outside city limits.
$225 month. CM 753-4364
or 753-7842.

Musieel

Articles
For Sale

SATELLITE dish and receiver, VCR, entertainment
center, bedroom suit and
wicker chair. Call after 5
pm. 753-1289

1 OR 2 bedroom apartment
near downtown Murray,
753-4109

2 BEDROOM brick, carport, no pets $295 Call
753-6931

NOME STUDY/RES TRAINING

NEED a job? AGED? Hope
paid for mobile
for the future? You may CASH
axles
and bras. We
home
qualify if You do not have
527-0931.
your GED or high school wit remove.
diploma, You have been NEW scrap yard, across
out of school 9 months or from Seven Seas. Old Rice
more; 'You are between Futrell Place. Cans, battethe ages of 16 & 21. We are ries, aluminum, copper,
an E0.E This project is cars Top prices. 753-0467.
funded by the Western
Kentucky Private Industry RAW Furs: Stanley McClelCouncil- JTPA Call lan, Pulaski, Illinois. Phone
JTPA Out Of School (618) 342-6316.
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
WILL buy good clean used
8a.m -11 30a m .
late model motorhomes
and travel trailers. Arrowhead Camper Sales MayFIADIOLOGIC
field, Ky
42066
502-247-8187.
TECHNOLOGIST
Murray/Calloway
County Hospital has
a full-time opening
for a staff radiologic

:
INVOCI,delivered $25
1747 William Fox

SEASONED Firewood:
$201 rick picked up; $30/
rick delivered. Minimum 2
ricks. Call to place winter
orders, 492-8254

110

West View
Nursing Home
1401 So. 16th St.
Murray, Ky.
42971
For: miF

FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

,10

Hamm
For *Me

Ffreepood

Tron Mr crow v.

NURSING
ASSISTANTS

PAGE TE

1963 FORD Galaxy 500 4
door, completely original
289 auto, factory air, runs
excellent $700 or make
offer Located in Murray
901-644-9121
1977 LINCOLN Versailles
351 engine, new auto trans.
top, tires, shocks, pis,
4-wheel disk brakes, runs
good, body excellent.
$1200 or make offer Located in Murray
901-644-9121.
1977 THUNDERBIRD very
dean, good mechanical
753-6416
1978 BUICK LeSabre
Good mechanically $1400
753-7604
1979 MUSTANG red, new
paint, runs great, $1800
759-1835
1980 HONDA Civic 5
speed 1976 Toyota Corona Mark II, 60,000 actual
miles Datsun Toyota and
Volkswagon parts for sale
474-2325
1980 VOLVO GLE Wagon
loaded, needs work
$1200 or best offer Must
sell! 474-0115
1983 BUICK Century Limited. 75.3-9983
1985 OLDSMOBILE Calais
Daytona 500,45,000 miles.
Call 753-5912 after 5 p.m.

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-5895 or 436-2642

Key MiniWarehouses
Hwy. 121 South
-_•.ze,,-chr.sx10 to 10)(30
753-55rTif no answer753-6078, 753-0996

GUTTERING By Sears:
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specrficabons. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate.
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile. 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753-9400.
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, roofing, painting,
mowing Free estimates.
759-1683.
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears: TVA approved.
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate.
LICENSED electrician.
James Gallimore electrical
service. Commercial and
residential. Fast, courteous
service. 759-1835.
LICENSED Electrician
Doug Jones Electric. Residential wiring and electric
motor repair. 759-4751

1986 CAMERO red, t-tops,
cassette, power windows, MOBILE HOME Specialist.
sport wheels, 48,000 miles 436-5255.
437-4723,
$5450
PLUMBING repairman with
437-4639
same day service. Call
1989 TAURUS, 7000 436-5255.
miles, V6, windows, $8350.
1987 Taurus LX, 22,000 QUALITY Construction:
miles, loaded, $7200. 1988 Alteration & remodeling.
Buick Century or Mercury Porch & deck specialist.
Sable, $5950. 437-4723 or 436-2617 or 753-1126.
437-4639.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
DUNE Buggy: Must sell'
painting, plumbing, conGood condition, 759-1765
crete. Free estimates. Call
474-2307

Need An Extra Car
For A Few Days?
Rent From Gene Al

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.
502-753-2617
500

ROGER Hudson rock hauling and services 753-4545
or 753-6763
ROOF Repairs New rook,
flat and shingle. Free estimate. 901-247-6252 or
1-800-447-2706. Carter
Roofing Co.
SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 436-2811.

Used
Truces
1978 DODGE pickup.
Good condibon. 753-0315.
1982 SILVERADO short
wheel base pickup. $3500.
435-4286.
1984 CHEVROLET Silverado 4X4, loaded $7200 or
best offer. 759-1987
1989 CHEVY Silverado
4x4. Loaded, red, short
wheel base, with extras.
Very low miles. Trades considered Call 753-0653.
530

STEWART'S UpholsteryLarge selection of material,
new springs, legs, etc. Reasonable rates, free pick-up
and delivery. 436-5236.
SUREWAY Tree ServiceTopping, pruning, tree removal. Aerial bucket truck.
Fully insured for your protection. Stump removal
with no lawn damage. Free
estimates. No obligations.
753-5484.
TREE Trimming and removal 436-2502
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5
Mon -Fn., 753-0530.

Services
Offered

A-1

Car Wash
Hand wash
and wax.
Clean inside
and out.
Also pickup and
delivery service

Office 753-0823

Home 753-0906

WET BASEMENT"? We
make wet basements dry
Work completely guaranteed Call or WT00 Morgan
Construction Company,
Route 2 Box 409-A, Paducah, KY 42001 or call
1-442-7026
WILL do plumbing installation & repairs Al guaranteed. Free estimates.
Phone 435-4169 or
753-1308.

SHERWOOD Forrest,
shaded lot, city water,
sewer, natural gas
759-9268

OS
C
litalair
Cattell MIMI CABINETS

180

Nowa
Fe Sale
LOVELY & Affordable
Older home with 4+ bed
rooms, 2 modem baths.
eat-in kitchen, formal dining. sun porch and much
more. Phone Coleman
Real Estate 753-9698

clIST01111100011/0111011C
All Types 01

Custom Woodworking
&
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by A

see our showroom

409 SUNBURY MURCIA ViBteNnef etrmy
Efreaci)

753 SW
10
.
1 110b...„40.11111.11k,s_44,
1
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WE'RE PROUD OF OUR HOMETOWN FRIENDS WHO

SUPPORT
SPECIAL OLYMPICS
WA 12 Oz. Can

ORANGE JUICE
C

Jim Adams

Don Martino

FRANKS

New Crop

PIZZA

12 Oz. Pkg.

$1.29
lo Oz. Bag 99`
5 Lb. Bag $1.99

Raw Peanuts

38 Oz. Pkg.

Lb.

Dole

Slaw Mix
Red Delicious

Apples

116114S

61,10.3•11

Louis Rich

Turkey
Franks

Fresh
18 Oz.

Armour

$1.49

Pepperoni

3 Oz. Pkg.

99°

drat,

Fryer
Breast

Boston Butt
Lb.

$1.39

Pork
Roast

Whole Lb.

$1.59

y„no.

L
irv

4

=
Pbr4.111 ,004

kltdinvttr..
-t

4
11P
3 Lb. Crt.

PARKAY SPREAD
Limit 1

Kellogg's

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI,
RT. DEW, DIET IT. DEW

CORN FLAKES
11.9 Oz. Box

2 Liter

79
Kraft Sliced

AMERICAN CHEESE
12 Oz. Pkg.

S149

slog

Ift

Kraft Velveeta

SALTINES

SHELLS

Lb. Box

12 Oz. Box

WhrPay More

PAPER TOWELS
Jumbo Roll

Meat 7 Ox.
BRA.
Limit 3

25c
Bunny Soft Twist

BREAD
20 Oz. Loaf

59C 99c 3199' 2/89'

PEANiliCaiTTER

Place
Setting
Only

18 Os Jar

$139

(t.,rxisruairil ctessorrei
ALP, 48 usialtar
tee Story. Iltsplai w Vela&
Slur? )ikur( Met
Iwki.e

EFFECTIVE DATES:
Ian. 3-9, 1990

HomErowN

We reserve the right ts
limit patitia al correct
pi* mfrs.
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